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	The research and implementations presented in this thesis focuses mainly on healthcare applications utilizing the wireless and wired communication and “Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems” (MEMS) technologies, and secondly on security aspects. Chapters four and five presents new work in intelligent diabetes remote monitoring front-end system and into the corresponding new ultrasound simulator training systems.
The motivation from the University of Sheffield of Electronic and Electrical Engineering Department and Sheffield Children Hospital with the partial grant scholarship from “Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council” (EPSRC) for involvement in one “Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care” (CLAHRC) projects, was to improve the existing WithCare+ system and also the development of multiple new front-end solutions for it. My motivation to create solutions which will improve the life of patients who suffer from chronic disease such as type-1 diabetes, and also to provide new methods in management of that illness by clinicians and possible resulting annual government money saving, drives me to the successful result.
From the other side, the motivation from the department of Neonatal in Sheffield Royal Hallamshire Hospital and the University of Sheffield of Electronic and Electrical Engineering Department drives me to the creation of a new, very low cost ultrasound simulation training system, using new components such as MEMS sensors. The hardware design and embedded source code was created in order to provide a ready library, for use by other projects, where 3D space orientation is required through exploitation of MEMS sensors and intelligent fusion filter algorithm.
	The third contribution affects the cryptographic aspects. The new implementation of fast and very efficient portable C code algorithm for t-adic NAF Key generation in ECC cryptographic principle for utilization of it with Koblitz curves presented in Appendix I.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1	Overview of the Thesis
The content of this thesis is split into six chapters and five appendixes which are summarized below:
	Chapter 1 presents an overview of the thesis, the aims and objectives, and key contribution of this research and finally shows all the published papers.
	Chapter 2 presents the background about diabetes and the current situation around it for patients, clinicians and government. It also describes what a glucometer is and how and why it is used. It presents the standardization actions, and increased need for the adoption of telemedicine approach, followed by a demonstration of the WithCare+ system.  Finally, an extensive literature review is presented between academic projects and commercial products.
	Chapter 3 presents the most popular wireless and wired communication technologies and describes why some of them have been utilized in front-end solutions for the WithCare+ system.
	Chapter 4 presents the improved work to the existing front-end implementation and then describes all new proposed intelligent solutions of the WithCare+ front-end unit. Finally, it presents initial details from the pilot trial.
	Chapter 5 presents a new low cost ultrasound simulation training system. The comparison between available and very expensive alternative commercial products is mentioned. The new utilized idea is then described and some theoretical descriptions of new MEMS sensors are analyzed. Furthermore a new sensor fusion algorithm which based on quaternions is presented. Finally detailed description of all three iterations of hardware and software and a report from the trial evaluation are presented.
	Chapter 6 includes two conclusions one for main research which covered up to fifth chapter and for the second research which presented in chapter five. Finally it completes by proposing recommendations for future work.
	Appendix 1 presents the implementation and comparison of software libraries for Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) between 8-bit and 32-bit MCUs and FPGA. In the second half it presents my part from a published paper which related to the implementation of very efficient portable C code in Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) for t-adic NAF key generation algorithm based on Koblitz curve.
	Appendix 2 presents the published paper “Flexible & Low Cost Embedded Platform for Remote Web Monitoring & Control of Camera, Sensors & Actuators” which describes: the utilized platform, comparison with other solutions, implementation of HTTP web server and TCP/IP communication through sockets, the integrated Java applet, the C/C++ embedded application on ARM Cortex-M3 MCU, the management of JPEG camera and finally concludes the paper.
	Appendix 3 presents the hacking approach which was used in order to identify the communication protocol of ‘CareSens N’ glucometer. It also includes the full source code of python applications which emulate the specified medical device. 
	Appendix 4 presents the WithCare+ communication protocol which runs between the front-end unit and mobile phone device through the Bluetooth RFCOMM layer.
	Appendix 5 presents most important blocks of source codes from different developed applications.
1.2	Aims and Objectives of this research
The primary aim of this research is to develop new intelligent and low cost portable wireless and wired front-end devices for the existing WithCare+ system, in order to attempt to provide solutions which may improve the life of patients who suffer from chronic disease such as type-1 diabetes, and also to provide new approach for remote management of that illness to clinicians. The possible outcome of this research may directly reflected in annual government money saving.
The key objectives for this research are:
	Revise the literature and existing academic and commercial projects
	Propose improvements to existing implementation of WithCare+ front-end
	Devise new front-end wireless and wired alternatives for WithCare+ system
	Develop prototypes for demonstration of proposed new solutions
	Construct multiple reliable units of the above prototypes for evaluation in medical trials

The second effort of this research has the aim to develop a new very low cost ultrasound simulation training system for neonatal clinics and university departments where that kind of training is teaching. This solution will require the creation of similar size simulated hardware probe and according PC application for imaging observation.
The key objectives for this research are:
	Revise commercial alternatives and any existing academic project
	Investigate new methods for low cost ultrasound simulation training system
	Devise new hardware and software application for ultrasound simulation training system
	Construct a prototype for demonstration of the proposed new solution
	Provide complete system to Neonatal clinic for evaluation
	Incorporate any possible recommendation for improvement of next version of the system

1.3	Key contribution of this research
	Implementation of multiple new solutions for front-end units utilizing wireless and wired communication for intelligent remote monitoring of patients who suffer from type-1 diabetes. Most of these designs have already been presented and published in conferences. One of them was used as a starting point in the medical trial, which started in Sheffield Children Hospital early in 2013 and will last for at least 18 months, where six participants are involved. This device received the required UK MHRA clearance in order to be used by NHS patients in that clinical trial.
	Implementation of a new Ultrasound Simulation Training System which passed through three iterations and two medical reviews for their corresponding requirements. The system is based on new embedded hardware development with multiple sensors, which incorporate a 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis magnetometer and 3-axis gyroscope. The main core of hardware units was based on ARM Cortex-M3 MCU which executes data acquisition from all sensors through SPI and I2C bus and then run a very efficient sensors fusion mathematical algorithm for calculation of the direction in 3D space, based on quaternions. This approach offloads additional tasks from the PC and allows the powerful MCU to deal with this operation. The corresponding C# application was developed based on Microsoft .Net and the XNA framework, which finally present the orientation of the probe on the display and simulates ultrasound monitoring through the created image database. This project was submitted as a paper to ‘BioCAS’ the Biomedical Circuits and Systems 2014 IEEE Conference.
	Development of a flexible and low cost embedded platform for remote web monitoring and control of a JPEG camera, with a variety of sensors and actuators. This new implementation was presented at conference and selected as one of the best papers in Springer book of “Advances in Computer, Communication, Control and Automation” Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering Volume 121, 2012, pp 449-455.
	Implementation of new and fast portable C code algorithm for t-adic NAF Key generation in ECC cryptographic principle for utilization of it with Koblitz curves. This work was also presented by me at the ASAP 2010 IEEE conference and submitted to CrypTool.org as unique software which did not have any commercial or open source alternatives. The portability of the developed C code allows the key-generation to be combined with hardware/software co-design in FPGA.

1.4	List of Papers
*	M. Benaissa, N. P. Wright, A. Kanakis, B Malik and B. Johnson "WithCare+ System: A Holistic, Care-Driven Approach to Telemedicine for Type-1 Diabetes in Children and Young Adults", IEEE MOBIHEALTH 2012 - 3rd International Conference on Wireless Mobile Communication and Healthcare, Nov 2012, Paris, France
*	M. Benaissa, B. Malik, A. Kanakis, N. P. Wright, "Tele-Healthcare for Diabetes Management: A Low Cost Automatic Approach", IEEE EMBC 2012 - 34th Annual International Conference of the Engineering in Medicine and Biology, Aug 2012, San Diego, USA
*	Anastasios Kanakis, Bilal Malik and Mohammed Benaissa, "Low Cost Universal Remote Patient Monitoring System", IEEE ICESS 2012 - 9th International Conference on Embedded Software and Systems, June 2012, Liverpool, UK
*	Anastasios Kanakis and Mohammed Benaissa, "Flexible & low cost embedded platform for remote web monitoring & control of camera, sensors & actuators", 3CA 2011 International Conference on Computer, Communication, Control and Automation, Nov 2011, Zhuhai, China, www.springerlink.com/content/r74675020867t125 (​http:​/​​/​www.springerlink.com​/​content​/​r74675020867t125​)













	2.1 Diabetes and Insulin hormone
Diabetes mellitus or simply diabetes, translated from the Greek language means “penetration inside” [4]. This chronic syndrome requires close monitoring and management.  In some cases this disease may be at the root of dis-functionalities of body organs, which may cause permanent damage or even human death. This metabolic illness is classified in the following categories: “type-1”, “type-2”, “gestational diabetes” and “other specific types”. Anyone who suffers from it generally has problems with high blood glucose. This can be because of insufficient production of “insulin” hormone in pancreas or abnormal response by cells to that hormone. Figure 1 shows the position of the pancreas in the human body. [1]

Figure 1. Pancreas organ position in human body. [12]

Type-1 is mentioned in literature as “insulin dependant diabetes mellitus” and the person who suffers from it requires suitable doses of insulin injection. Usually, this illness occurs under the age of 30 years in children or adults.  The other categories are referred to as “non insulin dependant diabetes mellitus” and they may be controlled by proper diet, exercise, and in some cases use of oral medication such as “metformin” or insulin injection. Typically type-2 diabetes affects people above the age of 35 years. [1, 2, 17]
Insulin production in humans who eat for example 3 times per day is shown in figure 2 below. If human will not consume any food in the day then the approximate creation of above hormone will be 20% to 40% of total generation of it in 24 hours and this lowest level called “basal insulin secretion”. This minimum amount is required to maintain metabolic processes and normal glucose levels in the fasting state. [10]

Figure 2. How insulin is produced in healthy human. [14]

It is remarkable that type 2 diabetes may occur from many different sources: for example the recently published work from University of Wisconsin presented, that anger and nervousness can be a cause of diabetes in human, while calm may prevent it. This is because of the release of “adrenaline” into the blood, which prevents proper control of blood sugar and promotes the creation of diabetes. [3] Other research conducted in 50 countries by “Data Mining International” from Switzerland written up in “The Daily Mail” reports that regular drinking of black tea reduces the risk of the appearance of type 2 diabetes. Experts believe that this is because of the production of healing complex “flavonoids” in black tea. [6]
Clinical study has shown that maintenance of blood glucose at or near normal levels can greatly reduce complications [28] and slow the onset and development of problems in human organs such as the eyes, kidneys, and nerves which may caused by diabetes [36]. It is observable that diabetes affects each patient differently.  This means that individual cases and scenarios are treated by doctors in order to provide the optimal solution to each patient. The main aim is the good management of blood sugar level by patients, in order to keep it to normal level “euglycemia” and try to avoid the “hypoglycemia” which means low glucose level [1]. Generally the common recommendations for prevention or the delaying of the type 2 diabetes are the following: healthy diet, regular physical activity, maintaining a normal body weight and avoiding of tobacco [7].
Some facts about diabetes are presented below:
•	Type-1 diabetes is rising at a rate of 3% per year [8]. 
•	Every 10 seconds in the world one patient dies from diabetes [9].
•	In 2005 it was measured that every second, one person in USA had at least one chronic illness detected [49]. 
•	Approximately 70% of deaths in America each year are from people with chronic disease [48].
•	In 2000 it was estimated that at least 2.8% of the world’s population suffers from diabetes [1].
•	In the UK alone at least 1.9 million adults have already been diagnosed with it and there is some approximation that probably another 0.5 million are affected with this disease [11].
•	The estimation in [50] was presented in 2000 that the number of diabetic people was 171 million and that by 2030 this number would reach the 366 million, but this predication has failed. The predicted number of 366 million affected people was already measured in 2011. According to the new prediction in [8, 51] by 2030 the number will reach 552 million.
These facts bring diabetes mellitus to the forefront of health services’ concerns among all other chronic conditions, and can be called a non-infectious epidemic of the 21st century [9].
In the past, this disease did not have any treatment. The sufferer usually died after five to seven years due to many different complications. [4] Thomas Willis in 1674 first noted that a sweet taste to the flavor of human urine meant the manifestation of diabetes. This discovery is reflected in the title of this disease. The «mellitus» word has Latin roots and its translation means "honey”. [5]
Intensive work for the treatment of diabetes was begun in 1955 when the chemical structure of human insulin was deciphered. Its molecule consists of 51 amino acids. In 1979 a total synthesis of human insulin by genetic engineering was carried out. [4] In the 1980s the hand held device “glucometer” was developed and marketed for home usage, and until today is the main apparatus used by patients who suffer from diabetes. This hardware unit is used for glucose measurement from sampled blood. [13]

2.2 Non-Invasive method of glucose measurement
	The method which is used by all glucose meters involves invasive access to a patient’s body in order to obtain a small amount of blood. For many years research for non-invasive solutions has been going on and numerous propositions have been made.  
One of the most promising methods under research is analysis of blood response to Near Infrared (NIR) frequency. The Near Infrared band has wavelengths between 2000nm to 2500nm and has deeper body-penetration, while higher frequencies offer smaller access. The measurement of received frequency is analyzed by expensive and large sized equipment using the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The FTIR has moving parts which are controlled with very accurate steps of laser beam. 
	Two possible methods which may apply are illustrated in figures 3 and 4. The first method is based on the principle by which a prism splits the light to the rainbow colors. Based on this idea, transmitted light in the Near Infrared spectrum (2000nm to 2500nm), will hit the prism, then the prism will split this input light into the required frequencies. By putting the photodiodes array at the required distance, we can measure the reflected frequency. As we include many more photodiodes in the array, so we will achieve a much higher accuracy. For example with 100 photodiodes for band of 2000nm to 2500nm, we will have (2500nm - 2000nm) / 100 = 500nm /100 = 5nm. This mean that each photodiode will measure just 5nm received wavelengths band, which will be our quantization factor. Even if the frequency response of each photodiode in array will cover band out of the 2000nm to 2500nm, it will measure only the specified 5nm frequency wavelengths, depending on its position in the photodiode array.


Figure 3. Non-invasive method of NIR frequency measurement.

	The second approach is based on the special characteristics of each photodiode. In this method we will not require the prism for splitting the wavelength band of 2000nm to 2500nm, because each photodiode will be designed for its necessary frequency. The big challenge here is that it is very difficult to create a narrow band frequency response, for example 5nm. Currently the narrowest frequency response band for photodiodes has a size of approximately 300nm, which is far from our requirement. If a photodiode with 5nm frequency response is constructed in the future, it will be offer the possibility of the lowest cost non-invasive glucose measurement devices, but for now, a reasonable design can only be achieved by the first method. The lack of demand for these photodiode arrays keeps the price at a high level.

Figure 4. Possible theoretical method for non-invasive NIR measurement.

2.3 Glucometer and technical review
Prior to the development of the glucometer, the other commercial solution for measurement of sugar was the “urine glucose test”. This method still exists on the market but it does not provide reliable results, mainly because of other parameters which may affect sugar in human urine. Most weaknesses of this approach were solved with the appearance of glucometers. [15]
The glucometer is usually provided as a complete set which includes test strips, a pack of lancets and a lancing device. Strips and lancets may also be obtained separately from most pharmacies. The quick instructions for glucose measurement are:
1.	Clean your hands.
2.	Use the lancing device with one lancet in order to make a comfortable puncture through your finger skin.
3.	Put the test strip in the glucometer and wait for a ready signal.
4.	Touch the connected strip to the blood on the finger and wait a few seconds for the result.
Glucometers are separated into two categories: photometric and to electrochemical. The photometric type calculates the value of glucose depending on the blood on the plastic strip, more intensive colour meaning higher blood sugar levels. Devices scan the painted blood, lookup the required shade on the database and finally present the result on the display. The electrochemical type works on a different principal: when the blood reaches the chemical substance in the strip, the blood glucose reacts with it, and current flows through it as a function of the glucose value. Higher currents indicate higher glucose in the blood. This second approach seems more modern and convenient in practice. [16]
Initially, glucometers were portable devices with LCD from which patients copied their readings onto paper log [37]. With progression these devices became more sophisticated and recent glucometers on the market can store at least 500 total records, for example “OneTouch UltraEasy” developed by LifeScan [67]. Now most glucometer manufacturers include output ports as well, where their implemented interface allows data exchange between the PC and supported devices. This gives the option for data observation in the corresponding vendor-specific application, where graphs and other statistical information are available.
From the technical point of view, each glucometer uses a proprietary set of rules that controls the flow of data to and from the output device. At present, a large number of glucometers offer wired connectivity, usually similar to an RS-232 and corresponding special cable. Because of the absence of common standards, each manufacturer defines his own protocol for data exchange and preferred hardware interfaces. This creates large incompatibility problems between vendors and these issues continue to grow. Large numbers of vendors offer software for their medical devices but the retrieved data is usually represented in different formats. It seems to be a one-off solution and does not provide a simple way for healthcare providers, particularly when patients decide to replace the glucometer with a different brand. The medical team in this case need to install another application and use the correct specific cable. I want to highlight some words mentioned in [37] that merging data of “different meters is impossible in the world of vendor specific software”. Usually you find many different pieces of software and multiple cables like an octopus’ legs in doctors’ offices. This can be a real headache for healthcare teams who deal with patients having glucometers from diverse brands; and this is because of lack of a universal interface and common standards. [37]

2.4 Standardization paths for medical devices
In order to avoid the complication of management of multiple dissimilar systems, the Connectivity Industry Consortium (CIC) was formed in the beginning of 2000. The main idea was to put an end to incompatibilities and create common standards. The National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS), Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and Health Level 7 (HL7) by the end of 2001 had approved the first developed POCT1-A standard of CIC. The three main specifications were: a) the access point elements, b) the communication protocol between access points and devices, c) communication with the clinical back-end system and the database. Using the POCT1-A rules the development of hardware and software will follow known standards and will avoid previously existing conflicts, and would promote the integration of other communication technologies such as WiFi, Bluetooth, Cellular, etc into medical devices in order to create a link to the remote applications. In the long run the POCT1-A standard will eventually bring device interoperability to glucose meters. [37, 38]
From the other side, “Continua Health Alliance”, the international non-profit group with almost 240 members founded in June 2006 has very similar targets [47]. It was mentioned that even if devices use similar transport mechanisms such as Infrared, Serial RS232, USB, Bluetooth, products from different vendors generally communicate in their own way. This drives them to select two different layers: the transport and data layers, and the corresponding protocols. The “Bluetooth Health Device” profile was created for wireless links and the USB Personal Healthcare Devices for wired communication. Over the transport layer, the data layer adopts the ISO/IEEE 11073 standard. Continua Health Alliance also work closely with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to address issues with regulation. [46]

2.5 The Increasing Need to Adopt the Telemedicine approach
By itself a glucometer cannot provide feedback; it just stores information about sampled glucose levels. This means that in order to obtain advice, patients need to visit a doctor. Usually they do this every three months. In the past doctors read the paper log which patients wrote down every day, but nowadays they analyse the records from the device using special software via a computer and then give appropriate feedback. This method has its strengths and weaknesses.
For a number of patients, visiting the doctors is an issue for many different reasons, but also analysing 3-month old records is less powerful than real-time analysis of current observations. In the trial mentioned in [44] paper, the remote patient monitoring system, showed that for newly diagnosed patients it was most helpful, because the system made them to understand how to manage their own disease. From the cost point of view the remote monitoring offer reduced cost compared to the usual visits to doctors’ offices. [22, 26, 37, 57] The evidence presented below in [64] also demonstrates that remote monitoring has a lot of benefits.
•    35% - 56% drop in mortality
•    47% decrease in possibility of hospitalization
•    63% saving in transportation costs
•    65% decline in visits to doctors
It is also important to mention the benefits for healthcare clinicians and the health system’s finances. In 2011 the Total National Health Expenditures in USA was more than $2.7 trillion which is equal to 17.9% of gross domestic product. This number increased in 5 years by 1.9% compared to the same measure in 2006. [48] This means that the development of an alternative low cost solution is required. In recent years a high level of activity in the electronic medical devices industry has been observed and this sector is expected to grow in the next 3 to 4 years and beyond. [66] In [63] it was stated that according to the research from InMedica firm, telehealth is estimated to increase fast and reach 1.8 million patients globally by 2017. The revenue in equipments for telehealth from 2011 to 2012 improved by 18%, but InMedica expects that this growth will hit 55% by 2013. Furthermore in 2010 in [77] it was mentioned that developed countries spend nearly 75% of healthcare costs on chronic disease management. The same paper also stated that wireless technology had a potential to change global health. They mentioned that since 2008 high levels of activity in wireless medicine, which includes smart phone application and etc, has been observed. They stated that for the USA, this is a very important development and investment is required to achieve a leadership position in this healthcare sector. The possible adoption of mobile diagnostic devices by almost all users of the mobile global network, which currently has 5 billion subscribed users, is also very promising.  However, a note of caution: usually the widespread adoption of new technologies in medicine worldwide takes up to 15 years.
In 2009 Continua published a paper where they mention that moving care from hospital to home management for people with chronic disease will improve patients’ lives and reduce the cost of care. However apart from the benefits which “home care” will offer, there are many technical issues which need to be solved, for instance interoperability, security etc. [46] As was also mentioned in [65] the home care market is generally focused on the connectivity and safety of the system, while the medical devices market cares more about the addition of new features.
In devices designed for human intervention, it is very important to distinguish which tasks must be handled by the patient and which automatically processed by the intelligent hardware unit. [61] In order to build an effective system, the analysis of all tasks must be done, the tasks split into the correct category and scheduled appropriately. In [52] the authors review the self management approach for diabetes in many published works. They mention that the time it should take for a patient to submit a record using the application should be less than a minute, for the solution to be successful, especially when records need to be submitted every day or even more often.
Significantly in [63] Ahadome states that: “For telehealth to succeed in reaching a wider audience, it needs to break out of being a niche market and become part of a comprehensive patient-care model.” [60] mentions that in the near future, new health care services will be adopted, based on networking and multimedia. Connection between patient and clinicians will be much closer, and success will depend on the active contribution of the patient. Technologies and services which will be used must be accurate, intuitive and empower people for self-health care. Long-established management has to adapt to keep people healthy rather than to wait until a patient becomes ill and needs medical help. Observing the above issues the development of the “WithCare+” monitoring platform was started to provide new benefits to patients, doctors and government.

2.6 The WithCare+ system
WithCare+ is a new diabetes wireless and wired monitoring system, developed at the University of Sheffield in collaboration with Sheffield Children’s Hospital as part of a large CLAHRC project addressing diabetes in children and young adults to be used by both patients and doctors. It consists of two parts: the front-end and back-end, as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. WithCare+ project.

The role of the back-end is to provide doctors and nurses with easy management and monitoring of patients’ data. Based on intelligent analysis of data, doctors may provide appropriate feedback to patients. The Patient data are glucometer readings at specified, recorded times. The back-end is a web server which runs on a Linux operating system and has an external GSM modem connected to its RS232 serial port. It combines many precompiled libraries, Perl scripts, PHP web pages, MySQL database and Apache HTTP Server. In order to create the required management of continuously incoming SMS, the Perl script is used for extraction of essential data (values and time) to be stored into a MySQL database. The PHP web pages were developed to serve as remote access for doctors into patient’s record database, and also to provide the possibility to generate required graphs, feedback and reports for both patients and doctors. Finally PHP was also used for the extraction of records from HTTP POST, their submission and storage on a database.
This research is focused on the front-end, which provides significant potential for novelty and will be explained in detail in the next chapters. The current front-end of the WithCare+ system was designed by adopting a new approach, a care-driven technology approach in which both the patient and doctor form an integral part of the engineering loop. The portable solutions are energy efficient, reconfigurable, secure, and with a simple user interface and low cost.

2.7 Literature review
2.7.1 Telemedicine and WithCare+ remote monitoring approach
Telemedicine or remote monitoring through telecommunication or information technologies for health care has been proposed and implemented from the end of the 20th century using the then-available technologies [19]. In order to approach and support a chronic disease such as diabetes with remote monitoring, some proposals have been presented in literature, for example [20] mentions that the entire problem has to be divided into three parts: the Engineering, the Medical and the Psychological; but also must be evaluated as a whole idea as well, as is shown in figure 6 below.
                                                             Figure 6. Engineering, Medical and Psychological parts of the whole problem.
	The WithCare+ project has been conducted in a similar manner. The University of Sheffield under supervision of Dr M. Benaissa is involved in engineering research; the medical research is guided by Dr N. P. Wright from Sheffield Childrens Hospital and the psychological investigation was carried out by B. Johnson from Sheffield University. This project is currently trying to solve the remote management of diabetes, but was approached and designed from the engineering perspective to support other chronic diseases with few modifications. The engineering parts in the WithCare+ project as shown in figure 7 below separates out the following elements: 1) data collection, 2) data processing and 3) data exchange. There are three ways for data collection and processing: a) manual, b) automatic and c) combination of both. The data exchange and submission can be split into two categories, wireless and wired methods. Below are discussed different proposed solutions from the available literature. Some of them were mentioned for general information, while others which were more clearly presented influenced my decisions. It is not easy to make a proper comparison between all of them. It is better to point out the advantages and disadvantages with my implementations from the front-end perspective.
 Figure 7. Engineering parts in WithCare+ system.
2.7.2 Literature review of academic projects for diabetes remote monitoring
Starting from 1998 we can see in [21] an attempt for a non automatic approach, where patients were required to obtain data from medical devices, put the data onto storage media in a compressed zip format and finally submit it by email to clinicians. It is obvious that this method required many manual steps from the patients’ side. In this research you will find that our solutions integrate automation, intelligence, flexibility, security and power efficient design.
 [32] mentions the use of email, FAX and SMS technology for data submission, which occurs after the last measurement of a day. They wrote that the solution which was PC-based was not suitable for patients who suffered from bad vision and it is much better to implement the monitoring unit as an embedded device. This is a good time to mention that embedded automatic solutions are very important for people who have eye problem. Furthermore they mentioned that the device notified the patient to do the data submission manually if the data was not accepted by the server. In our approach the back-end operates 24/7 and has settings options where the maximum time during which data is not received is defined. If the preset time is elapsed then the system shows an alert on the web server page and the clinician has to act accordingly and contact the patient in their preferred way: by phone call, SMS, email or Skype. Our approach eliminates any extra wake-up of the hardware, because bidirectional control is not allowed, which means saving valuable power in the portable device unit.
In [22] the data exchange between clinicians and patients was taking place through modem connectivity where every week records were transmitted to the main medical centre. It is quite strange that at that time they claimed to have a low cost technological solution which these days, this solution no longer is. Today the cost of computers and modems required by patient is obviously expensive, while implementation of hardware with embedded components and MCU which will utilize the existing infrastructure is definitely the lowest cost approach. Apart from the engineering point of view, a few important facts were mentioned including that close monitoring of people with diabetes and regular clinician communication feedback was vital to avoid costly and long term hospitalization, but this approach also demonstrated signs of improving the patients’ quality of life. Furthermore it was mentioned that patients participating in the program showed an interest and motivation in regular blood measurement. [22]
In [56] a home based approach was presented where patient through TV, DVB-T set-box with internal 56Kbps modem have an option remotely transmit a records from their medical device. The DVB smart card connected to a ZigBee module integrated in a unit called the SmartKit. It also includes a BaseKit unit with a ZigBee module and some interfaces for medical devices. By looking on the screen of the TV and through the remote control, the patient may obtain his or her records and had the option to send these data to server by PSTN line. The cost for the SmartKit and BaseKit was approximately around 100 Euros, but there is an additional cost for the TV and DVB-T set-box with internal modem. This approach binds the patients to their homes and also requires manual interaction by them.
An interesting fact in [26] was that at some time around 2001, the tele-visiting provided a low cost approach compared to the traditional visits by register nurses from Hays medical center in Kansas to the patients’ side. In the first case, the expense was just $36 while for the classic visit, the cost jumped to $135. The cost for patient’s equipment for remote monitoring was $800 while the cost for the nurse station was $2750. The video-conference communication was based on webcam, monitors with large digital displays, TV set, a picture compression codec, and modem at each side. It is obvious that this approach does not provide any automation and the mentioned numbers do not correspond to a low cost solution. Comparing to our solution we can say that our first step was obtaining the patient records remotely and if the analysis of records requires it, face to face or oral communication provided by the medical staff accordingly.
In [23] it was stated that a personal computer with internet access, health monitoring equipment and camera can be used for skin observation. Patients participating in their trial after training were required to input the data manually into an online website frequently, in order to provide doctors with their records. They believed that this model will be effective for the treatment and management of disease.
A Mobile phone device such as the NOKIA 9000 was utilized as a front-end in [29] where the data was submitted through encoded email by wireless internet. The manually entered data was also transmitted by SMS to the diabetologist’s mobile unit. They observed that with proper diet and a relative decrease in carbohydrate intake, the patient finally required a reduced total daily insulin dose, approximately 60% of the usual. They mention that their solution was very promising and that the patients reported increased comfort of living.
In 2003 in [27] it was stated that a similar client - server approach was adopted in the application developed, which utilized a PDA device for collecting records from a glucometer. The processed data were finally submitted through the internet to a server for storage in an Oracle 9i database. The software implemented in the prototype of [24] project mentioned the use in the back-end side of a commercially available Microsoft Access database for data storage and the whole application was developed in Microsoft Visual Studio C++. [42] presented a solution using a mobile app on which the patient had to input records manually and submit them by J2ME application to the MySQL database onto secure web server. In [31] the implementation of a system which was managed to support different types of monitoring devices through PDA using a special application was explained. This app takes reading from any supported device and converts the data to the common format which is then submitted to the server. [25] described two prototype systems which utilize the portable glucometer, handheld computer, mobile phone and internet access. In project presented in [30], the device utilized internet communication for submission of the data to the server. It was not stated in details what kind of hardware they use for they approach but it was obvious that the device was not so small and portable. The project presented in [53] utilized an x86 based computer on the VIA C7-M platform with a cost of $200 to run Linux Ubuntu OS with OLDES software. This patient unit was used for getting records from medical devices such as glucometers, run required operations and finally submits the data to server. The [54, 55] papers presented an application on Windows Mobile OS which allow patients to enter his records presented on the LCD of medical device manually and then submit them by GPRS to server. It is also mentioned that an app on the mobile phone supported automatic data acquisition without describing it in details. In project [62] WiFi communication was utilized the between embedded platform and mobile phone which finally submitted the required data to a server.
The solution in [33] was based on a wireless module which works in UHF band at 868MHz and it is obvious that this approach bypasses any charge by the GSM network provider for services such as: SMS, GPRS or etc. However there are obvious limitations with this approach: the coverage area is one issue and it was also mentioned that they have not managed to develop multipoint communication in order to support multiple wireless nodes. It is very important to use infrastructure which provide reliable coverage, but also support simultaneous communication from various directions.  
The energy efficiency and details of the design in [34] is not so clear from the description of the front-end unit. It was mentioned that the hardware device collects data from an insulin pump and glucose sensor and delivers it by GPRS to the web server. Additional they mention that patients manually entered data such as diet, physical activity etc and submitted them by PC or mobile phone to web server.
A decision support system was utilized in project [35], which was based on the PDA device. In some way this solution tried to avoid the requirement for a doctor’s involvement.  For this approach it is obvious that their defined algorithm would need to be sufficiently intelligent in order to cover all different scenarios for individual patients. Furthermore the automated process of reading records from glucometer to PDA was not implemented, and the patient had to manually type all the data onto it. Generally long and complex interaction with a mobile application is not usually preferable. Simplicity and automation are the best options for patients, because in that way many possible errors occurred by human factor will bypassed and also it increases the battery life.
	 [37] mentioned that frequent visits by patient to a diabetes care office have a high cost. This has driven them to the challenging development of a diabetes management support system. The two most difficult parts for it were the retrieval of patient records from glucometer and the transferring of that data to the main database. The ActiveX application was developed for the PC, it allow the reading of data from connected medical devices through the supplied cables. By visiting a specified web page, “MyCareTeam”, and with single button click, the user was able to extract and submit the data to the back-end database utilizing the internet connectivity. This design sounds interesting because it uses an automated approach for data collection, but the cost of the whole system including a personal computer means the system is not a low cost design.
[43] mentioned the implementation of USB and Bluetooth support for a glucometer within the application, which was based on Microsoft Windows Mobile 6. The software receives the data and submits them by HTTP through GPRS to the web server. There are some questions which occur during reading that paper such as: unclear usage of mentioned USB and Bluetooth implementation with “OneTouch UltraEasy” device which has just UART interface.
In [39], the paper presented a solution utilizing the commercial serial to Bluetooth hardware “ConnectBlue SPA32i” device in order to create the bridge between glucometer and the mobile phone. Records were finally delivered to a mobile phone by that commercial unit and then submitted through the GPRS to the web server. In chapter four you will find that we have developed our own hardware Bluetooth device and do not based it on any commercial ready solution. [40] mentioned the development of the device which collected data from different sensors and sent them by Bluetooth to a home medical server which was based on a commercial solution with OS RT-Linux. It utilizes two IC the Bluetooth “KC22” and the “dsPIC 30F3013” MCU on which the embedded application was written. In this approach the patient was tied to the limited area which was covered by Bluetooth unit from the home medical server.
Another non-automatic approach was implemented in [41]. The patient readings from a medical device were submitted to the server through telephone lines with a standard audio call. A friendly voice was used for guiding the patients and commands were accepted from the user’s speech. It was stated that the speech recognition in that trial was problematic and the preferable option was integration of usage phone numbers keys, to improve the accuracy of the algorithm. The DTMF decoder will be used for recognition of these touch-tones. It obvious that this system has an increased number of error factors, especially in some groups of people. Only in time do patient familiarize themselves with the system. This approach was based on weekly data submission. The paper mentioned some negative factors such: as user’s forgetting PIN codes sometimes, unsuccessful submission was 7.8% from all made calls with fail factors such as disconnection, timeout and server error. The time for audio call was in the range of 5min 41sec down to 1min 56sec. Over all, apart from the noted disadvantages in the overall system, patients after the trial left with satisfaction and some of them had improved their life style.
The [59] paper mentioned the “Appcelerator” solution for a multiplatform application on mobile devices. The Titanium Developer utilizes Web technologies such HTML, CSS, AJAX and JavaScript. The project on the above SDK can just be recompiled for Android OS or Apple iOS. The compiled binary file is interpreted by JavaScript engine at runtime. The approach seems to be attractive, but in practice it is useless because of the lack of API functions for Bluetooth connectivity in order to exchange data with some external devices, but also because multiplatform support does not cover all possible mobile phones on the market, but only the last generation smart phones.
In [70] a PhD student from University of Tromsø in Norway worked with mobile technologies in order to improve self management for diabetic people. He created a self-help smart-phone application for this purpose, based on the hardware Bluetooth module of “connectBlue”, as stated in [86]. It was declared that he made research around the user needs and their perception, the technology, medical outcome of above mentioned management for patients with type-1 and type-2 diabetes. [71] Figure 8 show the snapshot of the mentioned app. This solution is very similar to our implementation. It is not clear how many glucometers this custom unit supports in order to make comparison with our intelligent programmable serial interface, but definitely our solution support not only Android smart phones but also BlackBerry and J2ME mobile phones and with different firmware also cell phones with SPP and DUN Bluetooth Profiles.
 
Figure 8. Smartphone application for self-care diabetes management. [71, 86]

It was stated that the user who participated in the trial still continued to use the system for more than a year because they found it helpful. This implementation is very similar to that of my solution, but the main differences are that I decided to store all the dedicated values in the unit rather in the mobile phone. The app collects the data in order to provide feedback to the patient, while in our case the suggestion was given by medical staff. Finally he concludes that from the 12 participants in the trial, the result was positive and patients found the solution easy to operate and generally it changed their life and medication use. [70]

2.7.3 Literature review of commercial remote monitoring products
 [57] presented the commercial Bosch Telehealth Plus system. This system supports multiple medical devices, as shown in figure 9, and provides connectivity to the web server.  The paper concludes that the telehealth approach which they run demonstrated cost effectiveness and practicality while the Bosch Telehealth Plus system provided intelligence and scalability.
  
Figure 9. Bosch Telehealth Plus system. [58]

Continuing the coverage of the solutions from commercial products, the Freescale semiconductor manufacturer has tried to market into the hardware sector and is offering to medical device companies a platform based on i.MX283. It provides multiple peripheral interfaces as shown in figure 10. The cost of the complete reference platform was $499. [64]

Figure 10. Freescale home health hub block diagram. [64]

Paper [37] was referring to a commercial product which supported a limited number of glucometers and utilized the modem for data exchange with the central database. This marketable device had a simple button which the patient pressed in order start extraction of readings from medical devices and their transfer by telephone lines to the server. This approach is partially similar to that of our design, but with the main differences such us: a) we designed portable battery powered unit, b) we utilized GSM infrastructure for SMS data transmission instead of PSTN line.
	The next commercial product in [68], Glucobeep, is presented in figure 11 below. It operates in the following manner. When the glucometer is connected to that device by the correct cable and switched on, the blood glucose values from the device will be retrieved and converted to specific tones. The Patient may deliver the data to the Glucobeep server by a standard phone call, for data transmission they just need to bring the unit close to the microphone and wait until all tones are transmitted to the server side. 
 
Figure 11. Glucobeep by METEDA. [68]

	In [69] the very interesting fact that in 2007, the Lantronix company made a deal with glucometer vendor was stated. It wants to integrate one of their products with a medical device, provided by Johnson & Johnson’s in order to create a remote monitoring solution for diabetic patients. The Lantronix product line generally focuses on networking devices. They modified their WiBox and made it work from a battery, thus creating a portable solution. This device connects to the glucometer with a particular wire to create the serial communication link which was controlled through 802.11 wireless network. In figure 12 below presents this portable battery powered WiBox with an antenna and from right side the LifeScan OneTouch DataLink unit. 

Figure 12. Near the lid is the WiBox and from the right side the LifeScan OneTouch DataLink unit. [69]
Apart from the mentioned advantages, such as releasing a dedicated nurse from being required to use the medical device through a dedicated computer in order to download the patient data, it now provides the option to send the records remotely by the network to the dedicated server. The stated disadvantage was the size of the proposed solution which was similar to a makeup case in a set of luggage.
	The commercial solution by “BodyTel” in [72] also has a very similar approach to that of our hardware implementation. It created a medical device as is shown in figure 13 below, which incorporates a glucometer and Bluetooth module as a wireless communication link. BodyTel pointed out that by using that product, patients can eliminate their extra visit to hospital or medical office, because the doctor may observe patients’ records through the telemonitoring system. Furthermore I need to mention that this hardware unit is only compatible with the list of mobile phones presented in this link [73], but recently they extend their support to the very popular operating system, Android, and created an app for those devices. The wireless communication link on the Bluetooth module utilized the SPP protocol. [74] The main differences to our approach are: 1) we do not include a glucometer, which means that our device is not a medical unit, 2) we do not bind our hardware unit to specific glucometer, but support through programmable interface multiple glucometers from different manufacturer, 3) apart from mobile phone which may run J2ME app and app for the Android device family, I also implemented additional application for support BlackBerry smart phones.

Figure 13. GlucoTel hardware unit with integrated glucometer and Bluetooth module. [72]
The next marketable solution in [75] from FORA is shown in figure 14 below also integrates a glucometer with a Bluetooth module for creation of a wireless communication link. This medical device may operate by Android application “SimpleEye” available from the link [76], which cost $0.99. This app supports manual data input from the patient glucometer or automatic collection from a compatible Bluetooth device. It may also draw a chart of records and send them by SMS and email, but it just limited to that and does not provide any intelligent feedback to patient in terms of their performance. It is very similar to our approach which requires a dedicated web server for data collection and medical staff who will monitor the received records and provide useful feedback back to patients.

Figure 14. FORA glucometer with build in Bluetooth module. [75]

	The iPhone and iPad product line developed by Apple, introduce extra protection in the Bluetooth authentication process and require the developer to integrate an additional IC chip near Bluetooth module. Generally the creator must be in the Apple MFi program in order to have access to complete proprietary information; some of these details will be covered in the next chapter. Because of this complexity, a number of glucometer manufacturers decided on a different approach for iPhone and iPad products. Figure 15 presents the diabetes management add-on of “Sanofi-Aventis” for iPhone, “iBGStar glucose meter”, which will be available early in 2011 as it was stated in [78]. This device has a fairly small size and is attached to an Apple smart phone from the bottom side. One of the disadvantages of this product is that it only directed to customers who have iPhone device and this smart phone is one of the more expensive on the market. It is noticeable that it will not reach a wide audience in the near future. A very similar product was created by “iHealth Lab” which may operate not only with iPhone but also with iPad device [79]. The required app for this unit is also distributed “free of charge” and this solution is planned to be available to the customers in second half of 2012. 
 
Figure 15. iPhone with iBGStar glucose meter from left and snapshots of the app from the right. [77, 78]

It is also worth mentioning that on the other hand, the patient who already has an iPhone device will require devices which can operate with their smart phone successfully. This was one of the reasons why the LifeScan recently created the “OneTouch VerioSync” Bluetooth Blood Glucose Meter, and it is claimed to be the first Bluetooth glucometer which work with iOS [87]. The main advantages of the “OneTouch VerioSync” is that in may operate independently anywhere like a standalone portable glucometer, while the first two require a power supply from the iPhone or iPad.
Another company based in New York created a glucometer device for iPhone/iPad devices, but this time they utilized the audio jack interface for a power supply and data exchange. In [80] it was stated that this is the world’s smallest glucometer on the market and figure 16 shows this device. They mentioned the possibility of compatibility with other smart phone devices as long as the jack interface is similar and the according application is developed as well.

Figure 16. Gmate 2in1 glucometer for iPhone. [80]

It is worth mentioning that probably the first notification of the Audio interface utilization for data exchange for Android smart phone was posted at 2010 in [81]. [82] also presented similar work. It is probably that reading these papers generated the idea to build the smallest glucometer with an audio jack interface as above. [83] presented the fact that Android and iPhone have a slightly different audio jack pinout. These differences are presented in figure 17 below. Pins 1 and 2 have the same functionality, but pins 3 and 4 (Ground and MIC) are flipped between the two smart phones. Finally it is clear that in order to supply any device which is connected to the audio jack with power, on those smart phones; the wave signal must be send through the MIC pin to provide a suitable energy to the internal circuit.

Figure 17. Position of Android and iPhone Ground in Audio jack connector. [83]

	An analogous design to that of our solution is the “Polymap Wireless” Company’s. They have 4 versions of front-end units which are portable and battery-powered. This device automatically obtains the records from medical apparatus such as glucometers and delivers them wirelessly by Bluetooth to specific Access Points or compatible cell phones, which finally redirects them through Internet to a web server. The “PolyTel” system is presented in figure 18. The front-end is selling on the Amazon website at a price of $50 [85]. The first difference between that unit and ours is that ours is supported by Android, BlackBerry and J2ME mobile phones through according app, or on mobile phones which support SPP or DUN Profiles, while “Polymap Wireless” has unclear information according to which mobile phones are inter-operable with it. The second major dissimilarity is that our system includes an intelligent programmable serial port interface, while “Polymap Wireless” provides four units in order to support glucometers from different manufacturer.  For LifeScan family they use PWR-08-03 and PWR-08-06 units, for Bayer family the PWR-08-07 and for Abbott the PWR-08-09 unit. [84]

Figure 18. PolyTel system. [84]

	The “Diasend” Company provides a complete solution for record retrieval from medical devices, transmission and storage of that data, and monitoring of the patients’ reading and insulin dose through the internet. This solution is used by medical teams in hospitals. This company is continually adding more glucometers and insulin pumps to their supported devices list. Probably they have the biggest supported medical devices list of to all their competitors. Generally one of it disadvantages is that it requires too many cables; this is because of the incompatibility between different manufacturers. Use of this device is not focused on portability but for office use. After acquiring records, the data is submitted to the remote web server by the GSM module which is installed inside of that hardware. Finally their web interface is advanced and has many options. [89]
	Up to now I have presented different implementation solutions from academic and commercial sides. Here I want to mention the software solution offered by “LNI”. This Company focuses on the development of specific layers. By using their elements in software development, a medical product manufacturer will get some benefits. Generally this is useful if a product will be designed following the “Continua” specification. It will help in collection of data from “Continua” certified personal medical devices as it shown in figure 19. The company mentioned that they have also developed an Android application which may obtain data from similar devices and transmit them to a web server. [90]

Figure 19. HealthLink OXP solution. [90]
	It is worth mentioning the new technological solution by C8 MediSensors. That company has created a non-invasive glucose detection system, utilizing the idea of shining monochromatic light through the skin surface and analyzing the spectrum of the received, scattered light. This approach use Raman spectroscopy. Currently it supports Android phones through Bluetooth communication, but next year it plans to add support for iPhone as well. This seems to be a very promising technology, but at the moment it is still under investigation. [88]
	
2.8 Summary
The first part of this chapter attempted to provide important background around the Diabetes mellitus chronic syndrome and the Insulin hormone. Then it described the device named as Glucometer. Next it presented the effort from two different organizations which want to introduce the standardization to medical devices. Furthermore it explained the rising need for adoption of the Telemedicine. Finally the first part closed with the presentation of the proposed new WithCare+ system for diabetes remote monitoring which consist of front-end and back-end. 



































Chapter 3: Investigating suitable communication technologies
3.1 Experiment with CyFi and FM modules
Observing the literature review we can see that diverse implementations have already been done utilizing different communication technologies. It is obvious that the majority of them such as most popular Bluetooth, ZigBee, WiFi, ANT+, GSM, Ethernet etc were developed in order to offer advantages over the others. This means that one technology cannot be a universal solution for all scenarios. Some of them are used for fast data rate, some for long distance, and some based on low power consumption. All of them have their pros and cons, but the optimal selection for an application must be based on the specific requirements of that application.
Before the decision for final implementation of our different approaches, which will be presented below, I did a brief investigation with CyFi CYRF7936 [110] the Cypress proprietary DSSS wireless transceiver module. The development of a wireless link with that CyFi module requires the use of a specific PSoC1 MCU and a software environment “PSoC Designer”, where the user can drag a required library as a component. The disadvantages of this are being tied to a particular MCU manufacturer, but also the lack of access to source code of that internal library component motivated me to try some other wireless modules technologies. The next hardware were the FM RF module in figure 20 below, which can operate at frequencies of 433MHz / 868MHZ / 915MHz. The possibility of implementing a design with low cost wireless module which can reach reliable communication at distances of up to 300m and uses a license free radio band sounds very attractive.

Figure 20. ALPHA TRX 433 low cost high performance Transceiver Module. [91]
Starting the design with the energy efficient core such as 32bit ARM Cortex-M0 in LPC1114 MCU and that FM transceiver ALPHA TRX 433, I developed the implementation shown in figure 21 below. Two PCBs were designed in order to create bidirectional wireless communication link at 433MHz. The left side PCB was used as a node and the right side device was used as a hub, which was connected to a PC utilizing the FT232R IC, which plays the role of UART to the USB converter. The MCU utilizes the UART interface in order to communicate with the FTDI chip, the SPI interface for communication with the FM module and also the 2x16 LCD was controlled by standard 7 GPIO for the case where the hub was used without a PC application. Apart from the low level driver development for this FM module on SPI bus, I very soon discovered that the wireless communication link required an intelligent wireless stack for this FM module. 
 

Figure 21. The node and the hub devices and RSSI software detection example.
3.2 The decision for selection a suitable wireless stack
Developing intelligent custom firmware is a very challenging task. The minimum standard layers for a stack requires at least three sections such as: media, transport and application, but because we were interested to have secure communication in our wireless link, an additional layer for this purpose was also necessary. Secure communication with a combination of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography is one of the major parts of a dedicated wireless communication system. The main PHY layer was already implemented in the above experiment and before the move to higher sections; I started working with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). The idea was to exchange the secret key through asymmetric protocol utilizing the ECC and then use the AES for symmetric data encryption.
The symmetric AES standard currently provides the best option for secure data encryption and decryption with high speed of execution and compact size of implementation. On the other hand, the asymmetric ECC cryptography    in recent years also attracts many researchers, organizations and military, because it offers higher security than popular RSA cryptosystem, when a similar size of key is used. My first part of ECC development was done in the C language for “Key Generation” using τ-adic NAF of binary Koblitz curve and presented and published at “ASAP 2010 21st IEEE International Conference” that July in Rennes France [104]. We choose the Koblitz curve because it gives the fastest execution to the complex computation algorithm of the ECC.
The completion of AES C library and the t-adic NAF key generator were the stage at which it became apparent that the 32KB Flash memory in that MCU will not be big enough for the rest of the wireless stack. The obvious step was to move to a bigger size of Flash memory in order to continue to work with the wireless stack. From the other point, the next challenging task was the point multiplication algorithm k * P for ECC layer, which requires a lot of computational resources and the best approach to that was to implement a hardware/software co-design in FPGA. Digging more into the ECC, I realized that the main thrust of my PhD project is going to move in a different direction, but for literature, more material on the existing work with AES and ECC is presented in Appendix I.
The design of an advanced and intelligent stack for the RF FM approach is quite tedious and therefore a decision was made to adopt a more widely popular standard and therefore work started with the already available ZigBee modules, in order to avoid the reinvention of the wheel. The simple answer to this is because the lowest level of communication is just the beginning of any protocol which exists in all Wireless modules: Bluetooth, ZigBee, WiFi, WiMAX, LTI etc, but the hardest parts and its intelligence, comes with addition of the highest layers and deep knowledge of cryptographic principles. This decision was also supported by the fact that finally we plan to utilize mobile phones in the first stage of our trial, because this is the most widespread device around most people. This was bringing me close to the evaluation of other wireless technologies as well such as Bluetooth, ANT+, WiFi and GSM, but also the wired Ethernet which I will present below, because some of my designs are based on this communication technology. It is worth mentioning that most of the investigated technologies support network topologies such as star, tree, mesh and not just a simple peer to peer connection. In our case for our WithCare+ project we were generally interested in P2P scenario.

3.3 Ethernet
Xerox PARC in 1973 was the company who developed the Ethernet and the first commercial product was introduced in 1980. The standardization of it as IEEE 802.3 was completed in the middle of the 1980s and is nowadays the current technology which is used to build a local area network (LAN) and wide area network (WAN). This technology is based on wired connectivity. The first type of cable was coaxial cable 10BASE5 but later this was replaced by twisted pair and fiber optics. During the last 30 years the data transmission rate rose from an initial 1Mbps to reach 100Gbps. In [103] it was mentioned that by 2010, the sales of Ethernet devices exceeded $16 billion per year. [102]
Originally, communication over cable was based on the idea of broadcasting the information in a similar principle as in radio systems. Frames or datagrams are defined as the smallest piece of the data stream. It consisted of preamble and start frame delimiter, with source and destination MAC addresses following as a header. In the middle part of a datagram, the place is occupied by a payload of data with headers for other protocols such as Internet Protocol (IP). Finally the frame is closed by a 32-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC). It is worth mentioning that this technology has influenced some other wireless communication systems, especially in features such as MAC-address and Ethernet frame. [102]
One of our solutions is based on Ethernet connectivity, which separates the project into two new implementations. Both of them will be presented in details in the next chapter. Figure 22 is presented below the block diagram from the left side and from the right side the prototype hardware which based on the WIZnet iMCU7100EVB REV1.1 development kit.
It is worth mentioning that apart from the main purpose of the front-end which is the patient records collection, data transmission and autonomy of the device. Another one implementation was also carried in order to add a visual observation of patient, and provide remote video monitoring to clinicians. This solution based on the ‘mbed’ the 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 MCU and additional component such as a JPEG camera module. The software development based on the online C/C++ compiler of the mbed and used with the open source LwIP TCP-IP stack. Special drivers were developed and required Web Server was constructed with Java applet application in order to provide the video monitoring with 1 fps through the internet connection [132],  More details and final discussion are available in Appendix II.

 
Figure 22. Block diagram of the data flow from medical device to web server; a prototype board.

3.4 ZigBee
The ZigBee wireless technology can operate on 868MHz in Europe and on 915MHz in Australia and USA but also on the 2.4GHz ISM band worldwide. The radio hardware in general operates over 2.4GHz and utilizes 16 channels with 5MHz bandwidth. It is based on direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) coding and binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation for 868/915MHz band or offset quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK) for 2.4GHz. This protocol is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which specifies for low rate the PHY and MAC of WPAN. The main target of this technology is low cost wireless personal area networks, with popular applications such as home automation, but also for simple P2P connections such as remote control etc. The maximum rate it can reach is 250Kbits/s, but this number corresponds to a whole packet stream. In practice the real maximum data throughput which can be reached is approximately around 108Kbps as presented in [92], but it is generally around 20Kbps to 40Kbps. As in many advanced wireless stacks, profiles also exist in Zigbee. Profiles define the common application protocol such as type of messages, formats and etc. The released ZigBee profiles are: “Home Automation 1.2”, “Smart Energy 1.1b”, “Telecommunication Services 1.0”, “Health Care 1.0”, “RF4CE – Remote Control 1.0”, “RF4CE – Input Device 1.0”, “Light Link 1.0”, “IP 1.0”, “Building Automation 1.0”, “Gateway 1.0”, “Green Power 1.0” and there are many others which are in the development stage. [93]
One of its very strong points is an intelligent mesh network with adhoc support. This allows for the creation of an optimal path for data delivery to the required destination, even if some of the intermediate nodes are out of order or a new device has joined the network, creating additional path or paths. This technique allows the creation of a communication system over a long distance, but not all Zigbee devices can do that. Zigbee separates into the following types Zigbee Coordinator (ZC), Zigbee Router (ZR) and Zigbee End Device (ZED). The ZC is responsible for the network; it acts as a trust center and bank for the security keys. The ZR can redirect the data between other nodes. The ZED can talk only to the ZC and ZR, it does not dispatch data from other devices. Generally this type of device is low cost compared to the ZC and ZR, and just includes the minimum required functionality for its purpose. One of the ZED advantages, because its goal is to only send personal data, is that it can sleep for a considerable amount of time depending on the application, which obviously extends its power source’s life. [93]
Generally, this technology is suitable for embedded applications which require an intelligent network between nodes (such as sensors), low data rate, long battery life and secure communication. The cryptographic symmetric implementation utilizes the 128 bit AES. It is worth mentioning one of the Zigbee drawbacks. The ZigBee Alliance refused to adopt the GPL license, unlike Bluetooth which accepted that and has already adopted it, and this fact is generally pushing the Linux community toward TCP/IP [94, 95]. Also the other two disadvantages are that the battery requirement is higher comparing to other technologies such as BLE and ANT, but most critical for the purpose of our project is the absence on the market of mobile phone devices integrating with the Zigbee IC.

Figure 23. WithCare+ implementation with wireless ZigBee PRO and wired TCP/IP communications.

Even with the drawbacks of Zigbee technology mentioned, I have developed the implementation or remote patient monitoring system shown in figure 23 above, which utilizes the Telegesis ZigBee PRO wireless modules and WIZnet hardware TCP/IP IC with integrated 8-bit 8051 MCU. The main purpose of this approach was to allow patients to use wireless modules in short range, with its medical device, for example for up to 100m from his home. The wireless node collects the data from a glucose meter and delivers it through wireless channels to the hub. The collected data in the hub is forwarded to W7100 MCU by UART. Finally the WIZnet IC redirects these records by TCP/IP, utilizing the HTTP protocol, to the defined remote web server where the patient’s data are stored on the database. This project with be presented in the next chapter in more detail.

3.5 ANT+
	The ANT+ protocol is a proprietary wireless network technology based on 2.4GHz ISM band which only requires low energy for its operation. Usually a coin cell CR2032 battery is the standard power source of the device, where the ANT RF module is used. Generally its main target is the health care sector with devices such as heart rate monitors, pulse oximeters, temperature sensors, step counters and many others device types from sport and home health monitoring.
This technology sounds a perfect option for the creation of a device for data collection from a blood glucose meter. It just requires a standard small battery and it will be very energy efficient. Last but not least it will also allow the whole device to have a compact size as well. These are very important positive factors, but analyzing the ANT protocol, we can see a few aspects which are less efficient compared to other wide spread wireless technologies such as Bluetooth LE (Bluetooth Smart). One is the security and the other is the availability of the correct IC in mobile phones. This second factor was the main reason to bypass this technology for this project and continue the research into other wireless technologies.

3.6 WiFi
One of the most popular and wide spread wireless communication technologies is WiFi. In more advanced mobile phones, in addition to GSM/GPRS connectivity Bluetooth and WiFi hardware are usually included as well. WiFi is based mainly on ISM 2.4GHz band and it supports from 11 to 14 channels depending on the country. This wireless technology based on the 802.11 standard with the most widespread hardware modules on the market are the 802.11g (54Mbps) and 802.11b (11Mbps). The typical outdoor range allows successful wireless connectivity up to 100m and indoors up to 35m. Recently the 802.11n standard introduced wider coverage range and also higher data rate and some other features. [96]
Comparing the power consumption with Bluetooth or ZigBee we can say that WiFi has reasonably higher power requirements. Generally WiFi was designed for high data rate exchange compared to above mentioned wireless technologies, with a main application to replace LAN connectivity and create simple access to the network from any place of the covered area. This technology dominates it currently and we can see that it has been adopted almost everywhere where people require internet access.
From the security point of view WiFi has gone through multiple iterations until it now has attained high reliability.  In the past, the WEP protocol was so simple to break with tools such as AirCrack-ng [97] and others, that the WPA protocol was released to upgrade it and later it was mainly replaced by WPA2, which has superior strength of AES.

3.7 GSM
It has been more than 22 years since the initiation of the first GSM call. Looking back to the middle of the 1990’s, we see that it was then when SMS, data and fax services were launched commercially in order to add additional features to the only service that existed at that time, voice calls. Nowadays the GSM Association estimates that around four-fifths of the worldwide mobile market is served by the GSM standard, involving at least 5 billion users, which makes GSM the dominant technology for cellular networks [98]. Using GSM like 2G or 3G etc, you join any available network, you do not need to setup any access point anywhere and create a proprietary wireless connectivity, you can use just the existing infrastructure.
The principle of mobile phones is to search the surrounding area in order to connect to the cellular network. Five categories of cells exist for the GSM network these are the: macro, micro, pico, femto and umbrella, where each has a differently sized coverage region, which also depends on the environment. Depending on the antenna size, gain and condition of propagation, the cell radius can cover a few tens of miles (by the specification this can be up to 35km), but this radius can be more than doubled and there is an existing implementation which proves that [99]. Apart from the outdoor cell systems, there are also indoor picocells, which are mainly used in order to provide enough capacity for indoor environments where many users may require simultaneous access to the network. Popular examples include airports and big shopping centers.
From the technical point of view the GSM network can work in number of carrier frequencies such as 850/900/1800/1900MHz and very rarely in 400/450MHz where the infrastructure for first generation still exists. In Europe the 3G network operate in 2100MHz [100]. The maximum transmission power for 850/900MHz network is limited to 2Watts while for 1800/1900MHz to 1Watt. The unique feature of the GSM is the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card which has a form of the detachable small plastic card. That card contains the subscription user information and phone book, which allow to him or her to retain details in media which can be used in any mobile phone. There are some cases where operator may use the SIM locking or Network locking options, which ties the user to use only a current SIM or in the second case, just ties the client to a specific provider, but users may use any SIM card. [101]
In figure 24 the other solution of my research where implementation of GSM module was used instead of use Bluetooth with mobile phone or Ethernet approach is shown. This project will be explained in more details in next chapter.

Figure 24. The first prototype of WithCare+ front-end unit with SAGEM GSM module and EFM32 ARM Cortex-M3 MCU.

3.8 Bluetooth
Bluetooth was invented in 1994 by Ericsson mainly to replace RS232 cables with wireless links. This wireless communication technology is based on the globally unlicensed ISM band in the range of 2.400GHz to 2.48GHz. Nowadays this technology is managed by Bluetooth Special Interest Group with a total number of member companies close to 20.000. These days the IEEE standard 802.15.1, which was standardized for Bluetooth, is no longer maintained. The method of data exchange in wireless links is based on the radio technology Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) which provides an effective way for co-existence with other devices such as WiFi, Bluetooth etc in the same bandwidth. The FHSS generally switches the carrier frequency periodically after transmission of a defined amount of data, based on a pseudorandom number which is known between transceivers. In Bluetooth this amount of data is defined as a packet and frequency hopping occurs between a total of 79 channels which each has a bandwidth of 1MHz. When Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) is enabled, then 1600 hops per second take place in the Bluetooth wireless link, meaning that each slot has duration of 0.625usec. Generally for a simple scenario the Master device transmits in even slots and the Slave in odd ones. [105, 106, 107] For a few countries the frequency hopping is not applied in all 79 channels but just for 23 channels. Table 2 below presents details of the frequency band for all these countries. In the Bluetooth module this parameter is applied through settings options.
Country	Frequency Range	RF Channels	
Europe and USA	2400 - 2483.5 MHz	f = 2402 + c MHz	c = 0,....,78
Japan	2471 - 2497 MHz	f = 2473 + c MHz	c = 0,....,22
Spain	2445 - 2475 MHz	f = 2449 + c MHz	c = 0,....,22
France	2446.5 - 2483.5 MHz	f = 2454 + c MHz	c = 0,....,22
Table 2. Bluetooth frequency bands for different countries. [108]





Table 3. Bluetooth classes characteristics. [105]
The Bluetooth protocol stack architecture consists of a number of layers as shown in figure 25, which were developed in order to provide the required access between them with defined standard rules for specific applications. Moreover the Application layer and Profiles interfaces were developed to minimize the complexity of separate requests, which developers will need in order to develop and create working communication links. For example as depicted in figure 26, the use of the Profile API Connection Manager for “Initialization Request” requires just 2 commands from the C coded application, instead of 5 manually if the upper architectural layer of the API did not exist. [105, 109]

Figure 25. Bluetooth protocol stack architecture.


Figure 26. The API of “Connection Manager” CSR Bluetooth stack which simplified the process.

The Bluetooth is mainly suitable for equipment which just requires wireless P2P data or audio exchange, even if it supports many other options such as Personal Area Network (PAN) and can be in piconet, with a maximum of up to 7 slave devices. It is worth to mention that apart from the pros and cons of Bluetooth technology, one of its main strengths is its wide-spread use and support in mobile phones, personal computers and many other devices. Its support in mobile phones allows the possibility of implementing many different ideas utilizing Bluetooth in custom devices, which will utilize the phone as an intermediate media for data redirection. This was the main reason why our first hardware in the WithCare+ project was started with this technology. In figure 27 below you can see the first version of the device which combines Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA and Bluetooth wireless module. All details according to WithCare+ solutions will be presented in the next chapter four.

Figure 27. Version 2 of the front-end hardware which based on Xilinx FPGA and Bluetooth module.

3.9 Summary
Evaluating mentioned technologies I want to present the simple comparison in figure 28, which show in two axes the maximum range for each wireless link and the according required power consumption. In the next chapter four I will present the new front-end solutions, which based on the next selected technologies such as Bluetooth, GSM and Ethernet.

Figure 28. Power consumption and range of coverage for some wireless technologies.

Chapter 4: New WithCare+ wireless and wired solutions
4.1 Introduction
The WithCare+ project as it was already stated is divided into two parts: the front-end and back-end. These two elements finally create the possibility of patient record data transmission to the web server, where clinicians have access through a web browser and can observe all the activity of their patients. Both parts are essential to have as intelligent an implementation as possible. The purpose of my research was to investigate different scenarios with different technologies in order to create and implement the most effective solutions for the front-end device. The results of this research finally have to propose three different options which were also recently designed, implemented, and one of which was used in medical trials at Sheffield Children Hospital. The main motivation for this research was to help to improve the quality of life of young adults and children, who suffer from type-1 diabetes, but also to introduce new method of patient records management to clinicians who works in NHS of United Kingdom and finally to reduce government expenses through a new proposed system.
During the research period I visited the diabetic clinic multiple times in order to understand their operation, process and requirements, but also recently to help in preparation of the upcoming medical trial. Based on these observations, I began research and finally proposed two new solutions and extended the existing implementation based on Bluetooth technology, in order to make it to work with a wide range of mobile phones available on the market.




The Bluetooth and Ethernet implementations divide into few different versions where each of it was created for specific requirements.  All of them will be presented below.
The main purpose of the front-end device as is shown in figure 7 is explained below:
1.	Identify the connected glucometer through UART interface
1.	Extract the patient medical records from the connected glucometer
1.	Prepare all received records to create an efficient, compact format
1.	Redirect the final packed data to the back-end web server for further analysis
The other characteristics of the front-end device are simplicity, ease of use, reliability, reconfigurability, low cost, portability, power efficiency, automation and protection through security layer. 
One very important advantage of the front-end device is that it is not classified as a medical device. It is just used to extract saved records from a medical device and submit data in a proper structured format to reliable storage, where clinicians have access for their analysis and decisions. In our case, that storage was built as a web server unit, which runs on an open source Linux operating system with Apache HTTP Server, MySQL database and Perl scripts. That computer was connected to a GSM modem through a serial port. The GSM modem was used for operation with Bluetooth and GSM front-end units and the Internet connectivity was used for the Ethernet front-end solution, but also for clinician access to the MySQL database through PHP pages created in Apache HTTP Server. Perl scripts were used mainly for serial port management of the connected GSM modem but also for data extraction from the received SMS and storage of it to the MySQL database. To sum up, it is worth mentioning that the entire implementation was based on open-source software.
4.2 WithCare+ Bluetooth solutions
4.2.1 The second version of the Bluetooth solution 
The initial implementation of the front-end unit, presented at the end of the previous chapter, consists of a FPGA and additional Bluetooth wireless module. This approach was improved significantly in the second version as is shown in figure 29 below. That version was created by a graduate from the Sheffield University, PhD student Tim Good. His solution introduced important hardware upgrades which will be explained next.
 
Figure 29. The 2nd generation of WithCare+ front-end unit.


Figure 30. Hardware block diagram of the Bluetooth front-end solution.

	Figure 30 above shows the hardware block diagram for the Bluetooth front-end solution. Its main four parts are the Bluetooth module with host processor, programmable serial interface, user interface and power supply unit. The single button and tri-color LED provide the user interface. Programming of the wireless module used is achieved through an SPI interface with 3.3V tolerance. The power circuit was based on the low power boost converter and is controlled through a button and a GPIO pin of the Bluetooth wireless module, to allow for the automatic switching OFF of the power when necessary. This power block circuit is presented in the schematic of figure 31 below.

Figure 31. A schematic of the power block in the WithCare+ front-end unit.

Continuing with the main upgrades, the next important hardware block which was added was the intelligent UART interface as is shown in figure 32 below. This additional circuit consists of two XOR gate and is controlled by two GPIO pins, which allows support of a wide range of glucometers on the market. As was mentioned before, each manufacturer usually implements the UART interface on glucometer in his own way. By having that hardware block unit, Tim Good managed to create support of 3 glucometers which were popular in 2008. These glucometers were “Free Style Mini”, “One Touch Ultra2” and “Ascensia Contour”, where each had different UART communication protocols and power level interfaces. 

Figure 32. Intelligent UART interface.

	The second version of the hardware provides improvement in PCB size, which was reduced, and a new approach for custom firmware application development, which supports the new Bluetooth module from CSR, the BlueCore4-Ext. The FPGA was not required anymore because the source code application was run on a Virtual Machine on the above mentioned single Bluetooth module.
	Finally, that version implements support of Serial Port Profile (SPP) and was able to exchange data with compatible NOKIA S60 mobile phones, which were under control of the WithCare+ front-end unit through AT commands. This approach allowed the use of mobile phones without the requirement to install any additional custom application on them. This was possible only after the successful Pairing process between WithCare+ front-end unit and the mobile phone. This means that any time when the front-end units require submission of an SMS through the internal GSM modem on the mobile phone, it will have that possibility by fully controlling it through Bluetooth channels with standard AT commands. This flexibility did not exist in all mobile phones. For instance the Blackberry smart phones allowed limited AT commands for controlling GSM modem. Some other NOKIA S60 mobile phones do not support the SPP Profile but just the DUN Profile and require new firmware development for the proper Bluetooth wireless link. Further considering mobile phones, I found that Android phones do not have the SPP Profile layer over the RFCOMM layer. Finally popular iPhone smart phones had support of their proprietary iAP Profile and required a special IC near the Bluetooth module for authentication. In order to solve all these issues, I made a lot of improvements to the existing Bluetooth solution, also proposed the GSM version and implemented that solution for scenarios where many restrictions existed on Bluetooth, and finally identified possible new methods of data exchange between front-end and back-end by proposing an Ethernet option.

4.2.2 The wireless module based on CSR BlueCore4-Ext
The wireless module was based on BlueCore4-Ext consist of 16bit XAP RISC microcontroller, an external 8Mbit Flash memory and integrated Bluetooth radio with base-band of 2.4GHz as is depicted in figure 33 below. It uses a special Bluetooth stack, BlueStack, which was developed by CSR. This company is a world leader in Bluetooth solutions and their head office is located in Cambridge, UK. The BlueCore4-Ext supports development of a custom ‘C language’ application, which can be run on the XAP MCU concurrently with their proprietary Bluetooth stack. The CSR creates a special Virtual Mode (VM) for that custom C language based applications. In this VM the C code can provide the necessary solution for required application with a combination of Messages, Tasks and Events.

Figure 33. BlueCore4-External internal architecture.


In VM the Messages are used to pass the information between Tasks, while Tasks provide the interface to the BlueCore firmware. Basically Task is a message handling function and a structure containing the task’s current state. All Tasks in the CSR Bluestack run as a single thread and do not execute concurrently. In CSR the approach to execution of Tasks, Messages and Handler events are similar to RTOS.
The CSR VM mode has its disadvantages as well. For instance: 1) limited size of 64K words for custom C code application, 2) speed of Tasks and Events execution introduce some delay. The inconvenience of no fixed delay can be a very serious issue for time-critical applications. This is because the VM mode runs on the BlueStack but has lower priority than the processing of real-time events. Below in table 4 I want to illustrate the important differences between Tasks and Events for more clarity.
Task:Run sequentiallyTime flexibleCan be interrupted	Event:Suspend TaskTime criticalCaused by interrupt
Table 4. The most important Task and Event differences.

UART and a few GPIO were available for use in this microcontroller. The UART interface was driven to the intelligent serial interface consisting of two XOR gates, which are controlled by two GPIO. The other GPIO drive a tri-color LED, power button which was monitored and controlled, and rest serial interface which consist of MAX221E and REG710 chips. The only button which existed on the second version of the front-end unit was used to identify the ‘pressing’ condition, and also to switch the power circuit, if that was required. The device supports short button press which is defined as up to 3 seconds in duration.  It also supports the long button press, which is defined as up to 10 seconds in duration and very long button press, which is defined as pressing the button for more than 10 seconds.
	The short press was used to inform the device to start reading records from the connected glucometer and if required, redirect the received data to a mobile phone for final SMS submission.
	The long press was used to initiate the Bluetooth Pairing process with the mobile phone. It was used once with the corresponding mobile phone. Even if the user pressed the button for a long period by accident, nothing will happen if successful Bluetooth Pairing has not occurred.
	The very long press was used to shut-down the device in 5 seconds after button release. In these 5 seconds, the tri-color LED was used for defined state indication.

4.2.3 Essential improvements over current BlueCore4-Ext application
	The firmware developed for the second hardware version with BlueCore4-Ext module had the following main features:
	SPP Profile in Bluetooth communication
	Three libraries for different glucometers
	Single SMS message submission to mobile phone GSM modem
My improvements affect all the firmware, which was optimized for power efficiency, intelligence and protection of data through AES standard. The whole firmware was rewritten and many new features were added to it, the only library which was extended was the libraries of the supported glucometers. The first target was to extend support of the front-end device to more mobile phones. As was stated before, not all mobile phones support the SPP profile, usually they just support one of SPP or DUN. For instance figure 34 below presents the Bluetooth WithCare+ front-end unit, the “Ascensia Contour” glucometer and NOKIA 6680 mobile phone. This mobile phone only supports the DUN Profile which is a partial profile of SPP. The DUN Profile provides standard access to Dial-Up and Internet communication through standard AT-commands.
The communication in the Bluetooth layer was created by the following approach. During the Pairing process the front-end acts as a Master device and searches for nearby Slave Bluetooth modules around it. After the detection of the Slave device, the front-end initiates a pairing first through the SPP Profile and if fails, then it will make a new attempt with the DUN Profile. This order of Bluetooth Profile identification was used because the SPP is a large profile and was not available in all mobile phones, which mean it will be preferable to start searching for big Profile and then continue for a small. By completing this integration to the WithCare+ Bluetooth device, I immediately extended its support to available mobile phones, but as it will be mentioned later, this was still not enough. I had identified that a new generation of smart phones does not support higher layers such as SPP/DUN Profiles and for this reason, I later developed new firmware with RFCOMM to extend further support between Android, Blackberry, Windows Mobile and J2ME compatible mobile phones.

Figure 34. NOKIA 6680 with Bluetooth WithCare+ front-end and the “Ascensia Contour” glucometer.

The next significant firmware improvement added more glucometers to the libraries. Clinicians from Sheffield Children Hospital mentioned that the most popular at that time were the “One Touch UltraEasy” and the “CareSens N” glucometers and they would be very happy if these devices were supported in the front-end WithCare+ unit. This drove me to the creation and integration of two new libraries in the BlueCore4-Ext firmware. This task was not as simple as one might think. The “CareSens N” glucometer communication protocol through UART interface was analyzed and spoofed in order to hack and identify the protocol commands. The “CareSens N” protocol was not based on simple ASCII characters, but on a proprietary development of i-SENS Company. More details about applied techniques are mentioned in Appendix III, where “Serial port Simulator” in the Python language was developed for the “CareSens N” device and a full description of protocol commands are presented. Similar task were carried out for the “One Touch UltraEasy”, where additional functions for CRC-CCITT generation were written. Later on I found the protocol of the “One Touch UltraEasy” on the internet, and proved that the library created was written correctly. It is worth mentioning that valuable time can be saved in writing glucometer libraries if glucometer manufacturers provide easy access to their serial communication protocol, meaning hacking of their protocols will no longer be required.
Furthermore the firmware was extended in order to support multiple SMS submissions. The initial solution allows the sending of up to 15 records at once through 1 SMS message. In some cases this was not convenient because patient may be required to do the full process again in order to send remaining records. In order to improve that condition, I add support of multiple SMS in one go. The SMS length allowed up to 140 characters. Each record consists of a total of 6 bytes, where 4 bytes were used for time and 2 bytes for record representation. The remaining bytes of SMS were used for the header and suffix of the binary message, according to the SMS PDU standard. The final number of 3 SMS was eventually adopted as optimal, but obviously the extension in the code allows the changing of that value to any other number. Now a patient can send 45 records in one session through 3 sequential SMS messages.
Finally the AES standard encryption and decryption with key generation was implemented based on the previously developed portable AES C code library, which is evaluated and presented in Appendix I. But finally for the medical trial, the AES functionality was not enabled in the WithCare+ front-end unit, because of the existence of a similar unintegrated library on the back-end web server.

4.2.4 The proposed intelligent method of saving energy during reading records 
	This initial firmware operates in the following manner: after each successful submission of an SMS, the MCU stores the time stamp of the most recent sent record in PS memory of BlueCore4-Ext. During the next power up of the WithCare+ unit, the SMS buffer starts populating messages which have a time stamp greater than that of the stored one. In this case only new records were submitted to the web server each time. This approach works fine with old generation glucometer which have up to 50 records in memory. As an example, every 1 second the WithCare+ unit was able to acquire 5 records and this means that it requires just 10 seconds to scroll through the entire memory of connected old generation glucometer. Many things have been changed since that time and the new glucometers provide much larger memory capacity, for example the “One Touch UltraEasy” which supports the storage of 500 records, but apart from that they introduce the cycle buffer process. This means that when device reaches 500 records in memory, then in order to store any new records, a MCU will delete the oldest record from memory and put in its place the new glucose value detected from the connected strip.
	In order to improve the approach of records reading, it is obvious that a much more intelligent algorithm is required. The simple scrolling through all records will require up to 500/5=100 seconds each time new records need to be read from a glucometer, which will finally be quickly reflected in the battery level. In order to solve that problem I created an additional intelligent algorithm which monitored the last position on glucometer with the last stamp as well. For the case when the device has not yet reached 500 records, new records from the glucometer were read directly from the last saved position. For the scenario when the device was already approaching 500 records and operates in cycle buffer process, I implemented the identification algorithm as it show in table 5 of Appendix V, which required a maximum of 10 records read in order to identify the last sent record in the memory. This finally required just 10/5 = 2 seconds, which means an implementation of 50 times more energy efficient compared to the initial version in the serial communication exchange layer. Figure 35 below presents the flow chart of that algorithm and figure 36 the principle of how the Last Sent Time stamp is moved down to the oldest position when new records are add to the memory of glucometer.

Figure 35. The flow chart of the above algorithm in Table 5.

Figure 36. The principle of Last Sent Time stamp shifting in memory of glucometer.

4.2.5 The battery life calculation for Bluetooth based front-end portable solution
	In Bluetooth based front-end portable device the source of energy is the AAAA 1.5V alkaline battery. This battery has typically 500 to 600 mAh capacity. Below I will present a quantitative comparison of AAAA 1.5V battery life in this Bluetooth front-end device for two different cases. The first one does not use the efficient algorithm which was mentioned in 4.2.4 chapter, while the second calculation utilizes that algorithm in the firmware. 
	It is obvious that if I will have access to the professional DC Power Analyzer then I very quickly and with very high accuracy calculate the average current consumption in our portable WithCare+ front-end unit, but I have not managed to find this device and decided to do theoretical calculations. Starting from this point first of all I want to present the current requirement for each component and then present the calculation process. The information below was extracted from datasheet of each element. I can easily use typical normal values, but I decided to go for worst case scenario and use maximum numbers.
	The TPS61016 IC have quiescent current 46uA(VBAT/SW) + 8uA(Vo) = 54uA
	The MAX221E IC require 10mA
	The XOR gate SN74AUC1G86 IC need 10uA
	The REG710 IC have quiescent current 100uA
	The RED LED of KM23ESGC use (3.3V – 2V) / 68Ohm = 19.117mA
	The Green LED of KM23ESGC use (3.3V – 2.2V) / 68Ohm = 16.176mA
	BlueCore4-Ext in Master mode without connection consume average 4.6mA
	BlueCore4-Ext in connected mode with data exchange consume average 29mA
Now assume for the first case WithCare+ device need to scroll all 512 records in attached glucometer through UART in order to identify new added records and then send 1 SMS to back-end web server. The approximate time for data acquisition is 512 records * 0.2sec = 102.4 seconds. The short duration press on push button from user assumes will be for instance 3 seconds. Then the approximate average current consumption will be:
 (4.6mA * (3sec + 102.4sec + 5sec))[This time is for data acquisition from medical device and the last 5sec before automatic power shutdown used by BlueCore4] + (29mA * 20sec)[This time is for Bluetooth data exchange between WithCare+ and mobile phone used by BlueCore4] + (19.117mA * (102.4sec + 20sec + 5sec)/2)[This is time for LED blinking] + (54uA * (3sec + 102.4sec + 20sec + 5sec))[This is the quiescent current leak from TPS61016] + (100uA * 102.4sec)[This used by REG710] + (1uA * (3sec + 20sec + 5sec))[This used by REG710 in shutdown mode] + (10mA * 102.4sec)[This used by MAX211E] + (10uA * 2 * 102.4sec)[This is need for 2 XOR gates]. This numbers will give us approximately the below results of average current, where 130.4sec is the total time which will required to complete the data acquisition from medical device and submit them by SMS to back-end web server.
4.6mA*110.4/130.4 + 29mA*20/130.4 + 19.117mA*(127.4/2)/130.4 + 0.054mA + 0.1mA*102.4/130.4 + 0.001mA*28/130.4 + 10mA*102.4/130.4 + 0.01mA*2*102.4/130.4 = 25.682mA is the average current in 130.4 seconds.
Applying the same principle for case two where smart algorithm is used in firmware we will have approximately the below numbers, where time for data acquisition now will be 2 second for detection of last records + 3 second for data acquisition of 15 records, so total time 5 sec. The 33sec will be the new total time for whole process.
4.6mA * 13/33 + 29mA * 20/33 + 19.117mA * 15/33 + 0.054mA + 0.1mA * 5/33 + 0.001mA * 28/33 + 10mA * 5/33 + 0.010mA * 2 * 5/33 = 29.665mA is the average current in 33 seconds.
	What these numbers mean? Let’s continue with the last calculations in order to determine the amount of possible SMS submissions for both cases, when the medical device has 512 records already in their memory.
	Assuming our battery has the capacity of 500mAh. Then for the case one we will have: 500/25.682 = 19.468hours. This mean that total time of battery life is 19.468 * 60 ~ 1168 minutes. We already know that the case one needs 130.4sec for whole completion of the cycle, which is equal to 2.173 minutes. So if we divide the 1168 by 2.173 we will have approximately 537 possible times to turn ON the WithCare+ device which will then acquire the required records from medical device and deliver them finally to back-end.
	For the case 2 we will have: 500/29.665 = 16.855 hours, but then 16.855 * 60 = 1011.293, finally 1011.293/0.55 ~ 1838 times for full process.
This means that we may have prolonged the AAAA battery life by 1838 / 537 ~ 3.4 times in WithCare+ Bluetooth front-end device if the efficient algorithm will be used in the firmware.
4.2.6 The new solution with RFCOMM communication layer
	As it was mentioned before the SPP and DUN Profiles are not exist in many mobile phones for instance in devices with Android OS. In Blackberry mobile phones these two Profiles sometime exist, but have very limited AT commands, which are not allows to use the GSM modem in order to send SMS messages. In iPhone these profiles are also not exist, because Apple developed a proprietary iAP Profile similar to SPP. In order to utilize that option a developer must join the MFi Apple program, but also need to have a suitable hardware Bluetooth module with Apple MFi Coprocessor IC and corresponding Bluetooth stack with iAP Profile as is shown in figure 37 below. There are few manufacturers who provide that kind of Bluetooth modules on the market for instance companies such as “Bluegiga”, “Microchip” and “ST”. The communication with “Authentication coprocessor” and Bluetooth module is occur through standard I2C bus which required just two 2 wires. It is worth to mention that this condition was later removed when Apple integrates the new Bluetooth Smart chip in the iPhone 4 and the iPhone 5 mobile phones.

Figure 37. The Apple iAP Profile and corresponding hardware module with MFi Coprocessor.

	In order to provide solution for these mobile phones such as Android, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile and others excluding only the iPhone smart phones the existed hardware design can be utilized without any modification to the circuit and wireless module. The main requirement is to replace the SPP/DUN Profiles with the RFCOMM layer. Bypassing the support of one of the most expensive mobile phone on the market the Apple iPhone and it extended requirement, the decision of just firmware modification of the current hardware was made.
My following action was to remove completely two mentioned Profiles and replaced them with custom RFCOMM communication protocol. The first designed approach with RFCOMM on WithCare+ unit was built to operate in Slave mode which was easier to implement. Both the Pairing process and communication works in Slave mode. The step for data exchange follow the below pattern:
	Enable the WithCare+ front-end unit by pressing the button for less than 3 seconds
	Start the application on the mobile phone for instance the Android
	The app on the smart phone initiate the communication by sending the START command
	Finally the WithCare+ front end redirect the data to the mobile phone
Analyzing the working condition of the above method I understand that by enabling the WithCare+ and put it in awaiting state through Bluetooth channel the battery discharging will be much faster comparing if the WithCare+ device works as Master device, which is exactly in similar approach as with implementation with SPP/DUN Profile. This was drives me to create a dual mode condition, with “Pairing process” to be kept in Slave mode and the “Data exchange” to be works through Master Mode. Figure 38 below presents these two modes, where in “Pairing process” the WithCare+ works as Slave device and the mobile phone as Master and in the other mode the roles of the front-end and mobile phones are swap. This approach increase the life of a 1.5V battery, because the front-end unit enable the RF circuit only if it is necessary and after completion of data exchange switch the whole hardware instantly, after corresponding indication on the tri-color LED.





Figure 39. The block diagram of the application on BlueCore4-Ext of the WithCare+ front-end unit.

The block diagram of the application on BlueCore4-Ext of the WithCare+ front-end unit can be summarized in the above diagram of figure 39. This block diagram presents the 4 Tasks which are responsible for their state control of corresponding layer. The below table 6 is explain in details the purpose of the dedicated files in the application.
Library	Description
main	Start up for application and initializations of the first control Task
control	Task with state machine in order to provide global control with other parts
readings	Using for preparation of SMS message and for reading and storing of different parameters through the PSstore library
SPP / DUN / RFCOMM	SPP / DUN / RFCOMM communication state machine for all wireless Bluetooth data exchanges and Pairing purpose with mobile phone
serial_drv	Using for buffering and control of serial I/O on the Bluetooth module UART and also for processing with glucometers library.
pio_drv	Task for control of power supply unit, to read the button condition and inform with messages other tasks (control).
time	Implementation of library function to convert to UNIX time (U32 format).
util	Variety supporting functions.
PSstore	List of user application Keys used for settings storage, Server Destination number, PIN code, MODULE id, Reading limits, DUN / SPP Profile, Paired Bluetooth address, Last Reading, Last Serial Meter, etc.
Table 6. Application source code library description.

4.2.7 Applications for Android, Blackberry and J2ME compatible mobile phones
	The development of apps for different operating systems on mobile phones was an interesting journey. Apart from the knowledge of Java language which was required for the app development, I was definitely been in advanced position because of a good understanding of the Bluetooth communication protocol. As it was already mentioned above the new mobile phones usually incorporate only the RFCOMM layer, which do not provide any AT command management to the internal GSM modem. This limitation can be solved if an appropriate application will be developed on the mobile phone, where through corresponding API command on the app it will be possible to utilize the GSM modem for SMS transmission or other connectivity. Starting from the widest spread operating system between mobile phones we decided to go first for the Android application development. The defined communication protocol for the RFCOMM link between mobile phone and WithCare+ front-end unit is presented in Appendix IV. This protocol describes how the data will be exchanged between both parts. The mobile phone operates as a Slave device, while the front-end unit operates as a Master device.
	There is a lot of information available online for the development of an Android application and the best of all the provided software are freeware. The creation of the GUI interface was quite simple task while the development of the “control state machine” for proper RFCOMM communication was not easy at all, even having in accounts all the obtained knowledge with Bluetooth technology. The principle of the Android app was based on the simplicity and as you can see in figure 40 below, it consists of just one button. There is also an additional settings menu which was accessed through menu button. This setting menu generally was built for clinician’s purpose. It allows them to create Pairing, UnPairing and Alarm indication in order to remind patient to send a records to the back-end system. At the end of data submission by SMS the patient was notified with corresponding successful or failed popup message and also similar voice message as well.

Figure 40. The main GUI from the left and settings menu from the right of an Android application.

	The Android app was developed in order to provide RFCOMM connectivity through “Services”. This allows the Android mobile phone to have active many other applications without affecting the WithCare+ app. By pressing the START button the mobile phone was check if Pairing process was already been done with the WithCare+ front-end unit, if not then it prompt with a message for Pairing process. If Paired device was detected in the Bluetooth list then a new Services start the socket listening for Bluetooth RFCOMM connectivity. When the front-end unit (Master device) initiate the connection link then automatically the Android app (Slave device) send a START message back to the Master device (WithCare+ front-end) and wait for acknowledgement message with a data from the patient glucometer.
The Service was initializing an event Handler for RFCOMM Bluetooth protocol which get and forward information to the created Services. The full code of the event Handler is presented in the table 7 of Appendix V this is one of the main critical state machine on the Android application. While initialization of the handler in “public void onCreate()” method was done with this command: “bt_Service = new BluetoothService(this, btHandler);” The SMS submission was based on the “PendingIntent” and “BroadcastReceiver” and was responsible for execution of request for finish the app with corresponding notification message or continue the loop for rest possible available SMS messages which need to be send as well.
The Blackberry and J2ME compatible mobile phones had almost identical implementation of a GUI interface which was very similar to the style of the Android app. The simplicity was main target and a single button on the GUI was the door for an access to the WithCare+ front-end unit. The communication with Bluetooth hardware on the mobile phone was run through the JSR-082 Java-Bluetooth API commands. It is worth to mention that in earlier models of some Motorola RAZR mobile phones the Java application did not have an access to Bluetooth radio module for control of it. Continue working with a Java app, I decide it to split in two separate threads apart from the main application. The first Thread was responsible for the Bluetooth communication protocol and is presented in table 9 of Appendix V for the Blackberry app and the other thread for the SMS management. The last mentioned thread source code is available in table 8 for the J2ME app which is almost identical to the Blackberry thread.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that all created apps for Android, Blackberry and J2ME compatible mobile phones operate exactly similar and reliable through RFCOMM link. Furthermore I was willing to implement support for Microsoft Windows Mobile OS but because of luck of time was not managed to do it. It is very clear that all OS which have unrestricted access to Bluetooth module and it RFCOMM protocol will be able through corresponding app create a successful wireless link and exchange data between WithCare+ front-end unit and mobile phone and finally redirect the data to desired destination through SMS or Internet.

4.3 WithCare+ GSM solution
	The implementation of front-end device with GSM module was mainly developed for patients who do not have or interesting to use mobile phones, but also for cases with some restriction on Bluetooth communication with mobile phone such as iPhone which required new hardware redesign for Bluetooth circuit. The main advantage of GSM solution is the bridging of a glucometer (medical device) and the back-end (web server) directly without any requirement for third unit such as mobile phone. Furthermore the extra process of Pairing and Bluetooth management through additional app by patients were eliminated. The hardware design follows the same principle as with Bluetooth module but with few critical modifications which will be mentioned below. Figure 41 represents the hardware block diagram of that design and figure 42 the final prototype implementation of that solution inside of the transparent plastic box.

Figure 41. Hardware block diagram of front-end unit with communication through GSM modem.

 
Figure 42. The view of GSM front-end prototype implementation in the transparent plastic box.

	As you can see from figure 41 the power circuit was updated to new IC LM2623 which from it datasheet mentioned the possibility of providing current pick of 2A. This periodical current peak requirement is essential for correct GSM communication. Because of this new constraint the battery of 1.5V AAAA was also updated to 3.6V with capacity of 1400mAh. The GSM module was selected to be SAGEM HiLo NC v2 which has very low power consumption but also because it may operate in full quad band in frequencies of 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz which suitable for almost all countries in the world. It next advantage is a small requirement for PCB which need only 24 x 24 mm area. As it is obvious a SIM holder was integrated in order to provide a custom option for desired GSM provider. Finally the antenna path was routed on the PCB according to the equation formula for Microstrip. There are multiple websites which provide the direct calculated value for wide of the track in order to meet characteristics of the 50 Ohm impedance. Last but not least for historical reason it is worth to mention that in summer of 2012 the SAGEM was acquired by “Sierra Wireless” the Canadian multinational wireless communications equipment designer and manufacturer.
The final hardware modification was the integration of new energy friendly MCU from “EnergyMicro”. The ARM Cortex-M3 EFM32G222F128 microcontroller apart from it very low power requirement such as 180 μA/MHz at 3V has also an internal hardware AES module with 128/256 bits keys and can be execute the encryption process in 54 and 75 cycles accordingly. This feature is very useful because will increase the battery life of the device if AES encryption will be executed in the hardware block and not through the software code. Two UART was utilized one for GSM modem control and the other for communication through programmed serial interface which driven to glucometer. Finally TIMER, RTC and WATCHDOG were also enabled for creation of suitable task schedule flow and protection from any detected malfunction. The final source code size after build process required less than 24KB of Flash memory. This project was built on IAR Embedded Workbench Kickstart, the size-limited evaluation version which supports of full optimization of the code up to 32KB of Flash memory for ARM Cortex-M3. The code was written in C language without utilization of any RTOS. The transformation of the code from 16-bit XAP MCU in CSR Bluetooth IC to the 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 was overcome and new state machine was created. The most portable functions of glucometer library where kept unchanged. The saving and reading of settings parameters from PSstore memory was emulated through Virtual EEPROM library which use the internal MCU Flash memory for the storage purpose. The below table 10 explain in details the purpose of the dedicated files in this GSM source code application.
Library	Description
main	Start up for application and initializations of all required peripherals. It also include new state machine for control of button pressing and SMS messaging transmission.
glucose	Using for buffering and control of UART and also for processing with glucometers library.
readings	Using for preparation of SMS message and for reading and storing of different parameters through the “EEPROM Emulation” library
timer	Using for management of both UART peripherals for glucometers and GSM modem, but also for proper timing of tri-color LED indication
time	Implementation of library function to convert to UNIX time (U32 format).
util	Variety supporting functions.
eeprom_emulation	List of user application Keys used for settings storage, Server Destination number, MODULE id, Reading limits, Last Reading, Last Serial Meter, etc.
Table 10. Description of the source code for the GSM version.


4.4 WithCare+ Ethernet solutions
4.4.1 The three proposed designs with the Ethernet connectivity
Nowadays the majority of population have an access to the Internet usually from router which supplied free of charge from a provider. Considering that infrastructure I decided to propose and implement multiple Ethernet solutions, which for large volume will cost less than £5 and can be easily afforded by the healthcare provider. The first Ethernet implementation initially developed with integrated web server and Java applet application which was published in IEEE ICESS 2012 - 9th International Conference, June 2012, Liverpool UK [133]. Later on it modified to a second solution the “Automatic Approach“ which published in IEEE EMBC 2012 - 34th Annual International Conference of the Engineering in Medicine and Biology, Aug 2012, San Diego USA [134]. After a while a third idea was utilized based on the extension of the connectivity through Zigbee wireless modules, which is shown in figure 23. The prototype hardware block diagram of two first solutions are shown in figure 43 below and is based on the WIZnet iMCU7100EVB Rev 1.1 development kit, where the main core component of it is the WIZnet 8-bit 8051 MCU with hardwired TCP/IP stack.

Figure 43. The hardware block diagram of the WithCare+ front-end unit based on Ethernet IC.


4.4.2 The Ethernet solution with an Automatic approach
Before I will continue the details describing of the first solution which based on utilization of Java applet, I want to present the key features of the second “Automatic Approach” design. The front-end of that system was automated exactly in similar manner as the Bluetooth-Enabled and GSM-Enabled solutions. This mean the front-end was capable to detect any of 5 attached glucometer, then extract the data from it and finally through Internet utilizing the HTTP protocol over TCP/IP deliver them to back-end server. This automated transmission will help patient to avoid any possible wrong interaction with the device and finally increase the reliability of the whole system and focus on the treatment strategies. It is worth to mention that the glucometer library can be also extended in order to support more medical devices.
The front-end device based on the W7100A IC which integrates an 8-bit MCU with 64 KB Flash and 64KB SRAM memory. That chip also includes pre-build peripherals such as multiple Timers, Watchdog Timer, UART and full layers for Ethernet blocks which include PHY, MAC and most important the hardwired TCP/P stack which may allow up to 8 sockets channels to operate simultaneously without overload the main MCU. This is one of the unique features of the WIZnet manufacturer comparing to others which generally based on software TCP/IP stack requirements.
The source code of the firmware was written in pure C language which was developed in Keil uVision 4 C51 v9.05 environment. The code begins with proper initialization of MCU hardware, UART, Timer, Watchdog Timer and Ethernet. Then it allocates required size for few buffers which will be used in UART and Ethernet communications. All tasks were managed by simple polling approach and few interrupts for INT0 button, Timer0, UART and TCP/IP hardwire stack. These simplifications bypass the requirement for any RTOS because all tasks were executed in defined interrupt priorities and defined time windows, which finally greatly reflected on the reduced compiled binary file size.
Figure 44 below illustrates the flow of data from medical device directly through all utilized layers to back-end web server. When patient plug the glucometer to suitable jack connector and press the button then through C API functions of glucometer database library the front-end device run the identification of the corresponding brand model and then start the medical records collection. By the end of the mentioned process it create a new socket for POST request through port 80, where finally after these data submission inform by available tri-color LED the patient with corresponding status message: in success with Green color and with RED if data was failed in transmission. Obviously there are few other states which use the combination of both colors in order to provide different vision result. It was a planned to integrate also a speaker to the whole front-end system in order to provide vocal information to patient, but in prototype system that was not the key requirements and it was not added. Generally the speech generation on the MCU can be easily created by PWM wave utilizing one or two GPIO pins.

Figure 44. The Ethernet  based Front-End Operation Flow.

4.4.3 The Ethernet solution with additional Zigbee connectivity
It is also worth to mention here the integration of Zigbee module to the Ethernet front-end system. This extension was created in order to give the flexibility to the patient to transmit the data in similar manner as in the Bluetooth-Enabled solution. In case of Bluetooth implementation the data transmitted to mobile phone, while as is shown in figure 45 below, as a substitute of the mobile phone the extended Ethernet with Zigbee implementation can be used. The idea behind that scenario is to unbind the patient from constantly come in touch in the area where the Ethernet device is attached to the router. This will allow him or her to send the data from any place of the house or even outside of it. The coverage area of the used Zigbee module manufactured by Telegesis gives a number of 100m for free wireless link. The only limitation comparing to the Bluetooth or GSM solutions is that over the defined acceptable Zigbee coverage area the communication will be not possible, and this is where the advantage of two mentioned solution can take place. From the other side the Zigbee wireless link can provide a reasonable flexibility and zero cost of records transmission. There was a planned than if a medical trial will proved the Zigbee option as acceptable and reliable option, then I was thinking to extend the portable unit with two wireless modules: Zigbee and the GSM or Bluetooth. 

Figure 45. The Zigbee scenario of zero cost for records transmission from front-end to the back-end.


Figure 46. The 2in1 solution with a Zigbee module and a GSM or Bluetooth module as well.
As it shown in figure 46 above, you can see that if Zigbee wireless module will not detect the home device ZigBee ETRX3 module, then the GSM or Bluetooth module will send the data in SMS format to the back-end web server. In that proposed design the patient front-end unit will be flexible to send records from any place, but also will give an option for free of charge delivery if data transmission will be occur around the Zigbee-Enabled Ethernet system usually near or in house of the patient.
The Zigbee module which used in last implementation was ETRX3LR and based on the EM357 Ember chip. This IC combine an ARM Cortex-M3 with 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 radio transceiver and AES 128 hardware encryption engine block with true random number generator. The Flash memory had capacity of size of 192KB Flash and 12KB RAM. Because of lack in budget for obtaining the Development kit and corresponding IDE in order to develop my own application on it, I was decide to use the existed option from Telegesis company. That manufacturer was created an easy in use AT command framework over the Ember Zigbee Pro stack. In the below few steps I want to present shortly the easy management of that module.
1.	Use AT+EN command in order to establish a new PAN (Personal Area Network)
2.	Select the other module in order to join that PAN. If that module will operate as Sleepy End Device then ATS0AE=1 need to be executed on that module.
3.	You can check if the module after power up is already in some PAN by executing the AT+N command. If it is in PAN you can execute the AT+DASSL in order to leave that network.
4.	In order to detect all the available network around the module the AT+PANSCAN need to be executed.
5.	In order to join that PAN execute the AT+JN
6.	For verification if module was join the network the AT+N need to be execute.
7.	Finally now you can send Broadcast or Unicast messages to specific or to all wireless module on the network.

4.4.4 The Ethernet solution with Pico HTTP Web Server and Java applet
	The key points of this design compared to the already developed Bluetooth-Enabled and GSM-Enabled devices shown in figure 47 below are the following:
	Personal performance observation though a graphical user interface with corresponding graph
	Shift the glucometers library from low layer of embedded C language to higher layer of Java applet application in order to allow with minor and easy changes to add support for new medical devices.
	Platform independence because not any additional software installation requirement on client side device. The access to the internal pico HTTP web server will be occur through any web browser enabled device, as example desktop computer, smart phone, tablet and etc, from which it will fetch all the needed files.
	Very low cost of whole hardware design, which bases on the lowest cost Ethernet MCU on the Market, without compromising of functionality for efficient remote monitoring and management. This mean reduction in cost for health service provider.




Figure 47. Front-End HTTP Web Server and TCP/IP socket communication flow and final patient data redirection to Back-End Server.

•	The methodology
The methodology takes advantage of the availability of very low cost WIZnet W7100A microcontroller. This MCU has been programmed utilizing the power of embedded-C language and Java applet is employed for developing the software process which access from the client web browser. These two processes are linked via the bidirectional TCP/IP socket communication in order to exchange data with a medical device and the MCU.

•	Communication flow
Figure 47 above illustrates the front-end’s pico HTTP web server and TCP/IP socket communication flow and final patient data redirection to back-end web server. The C code on the MCU implements the UART to Ethernet and vice versa communication, data redirection between the medical device and the Java applet, and serve required files from its pico HTTP web server. From the 8 available sockets of W7100A MCU, socket 1 is used for port 80 and listens to the HTTP request from the client web browser and socket 2 communicate through port 10001 in order to exchange the data between the Java applet and the medical device.

•	Universal approach
The platform is universal and can be used by any medical monitoring device by offering multiplatform OS support requiring only a little modification to the Java applet, in order to support a particular proprietary data exchange layer of a connected medical device.

•	Front-End operation
The Front-End operates in the following way. The client through the web browser makes a request for the index HTML page which is pre-stored on the internal Flash memory of the MCU. The ‘Pico HTTP web server’ on the MCU listens to port 80 and replies to the received request with the corresponding raw data of HTML file and all related files which may associated with it. After receiving of all files by the client web browser the Java applet starts running bidirectional communication through the second socket on port 10001. The attached medical device such as a glucose meter in our case, which is connected to the MCU through its communication UART port, delivers the data or waits for commands. When all data is read from the glucometer through the higher layer of the Java applet API, then a graph of records is drawn with a time stamp as shown in figure 48 below. Finally, the Java applet enable the “Send Records” button in order to allow to transmit all patient records directly to the back-end web server for further storage and analysis.

Figure 48. The 61 glucose records in the Java Applet GUI on the index HTML page of the web browser.

•	The special conversion tool
A special tool was developed in order to convert the client web server files to binary constant arrays and include them in internal 64KB Flash memory of W7100A MCU. This approach was useful to employ the internal Flash of the MCU for web server files without having any external storage device such as a SD card or a Hard-Disk, thereby reducing the hardware costs and increase the speed respond.

•	The C application
The C code runs with proper initialization of MCU hardware, UART, Timer, Watchdog Timer, and Ethernet and then allocates the required buffers for the specific functions, where data is flow between the UART device and Ethernet. Two interrupts were used in this code the RX UART and Timer0 Overflow as it show the table 11 of Appendix V. The RX UART was responsible for data reading from medical device and filling of appropriate buffer and also for controlling of required flags. The Timer0 was responsible for resetting the Watchdog, control the LED and flags which are responsible for UART and Ethernet communication in state machine of the EthernetToSerial() function as it presented in table 12 of Appendix V. The development of firmware in C application includes as well the “Pico HTTP web server” in order to serve the html page with Java applet to the client web browser.

•	The Java application
Java applet was developed based on freeware Oracle JDK 7. A graphical plot area as shown in figure 48 was created in order to present the records from connected medical device with the time stamp and it serial number. Java applet initializes the graphic layout and then tries to open socket on port 10001, if socket is successfully opened then Java shows the graphic details on the defined layout, otherwise it destroys the applet.
In the run() method of the applet the button flag is check periodically which correspond to the button press event. If user will press the ‘Read’ button on the GUI then the flag will be set in the corresponding interrupt event method actionPerformed() and then a special API method ReadGlucoseMeter() will be executed in run() method which will begin the sending of the required gluco-meter commands. These commands will be redirected to the serial device and wait for the device responds. When serial device will respond to the MCU then MCU will forward that data from UART RX buffer to the opened second socket, where finally the data will be delivered to the Java applet. This is actually the layer which can be modified for any other medical device proprietary protocol.
Generally the commands for medical device gluco-meter ‘One Touch UltraEasy’ are:
1) Request the meter ID
2) Request for total number of records
3) Request of each record.
Finally, if the user will press the Send button, then Java applet will redirect all data from String buffer to Java Script on the index.htm page and that script finally will submits the data with POST request automatically to the back-end web server. This approach is required because of the Java applet limitation which prevents to send any data outside of it sandbox.

4.5 Pilot Trial
Prior begin of the first Pilot Trial the 28 patients age of 11 to 21, 18 parents and 14 clinical staff from Diabetes Department were interviewed. For a clearer understanding of the concept behind WithCare+ system by the interviewed people the full description of the principle of it operation was described and corresponding images were presented to them. All participants were audio recorded and analyzed with their answers for any concern they may have about the WithCare+ system. Generally, the feedback was positive between all groups. Mainly the group of ages 11 to 16 was pointed out that it would be very useful for them, especially for newly diagnosed people. The other group which was already in longer duration of self-managed did not think that this system will benefit them. For this reason selected participants, in the first upcoming trial, were only who was highly motivated. To my knowledge at least six of them were already confirmed. Furthermore it is worth to be mentioned that the data protection of patient records through encryption process did not worry them at all, as they believe that the blood sugar will not interest anyone.
The initial pilot trial was planned to last for at least 18 months with beginning date approximately in first quarter of 2013. Mine additional responsibility for it was the preparation of 15 WithCare+ front-end units, which were based on hardware version with Bluetooth module. These devices were prepared in time, but also I was still periodically involved with different kind of problems solving which were occurs in clinical and patient side as well. During the above preparation for that medical trial I was required to visit a clinic in order to prepare each mobile phone of participant with the installation of according “app” on it. Some mobile phones where based on Android OS, while some other on Blackberry OS.
The first problem which I was encountered was the incompatibility of simultaneous operation of mine develop WithCare+ app with existed apps on the patient mobile phone. In this mobile phone it was detected that for some reason a continuously running application on the background prohibit the proper functionality of the WithCare+ app with Bluetooth hardware unit and finally failed to send an SMS message to the back-end Web Server. My action was to uninstall the incompatible application and reset the phone to the default state in order to allow smooth trial run for that patient.
The second issue was the damaged cable in one of the front-end units. This cable was used as a connection link between front-end device and the patient glucometer. The patient over bend the cable and broke the internal resistor which finally I was replaced with new SMD component. This new surface mount resistor was fitted inside the protective area of plastic box and allows much more flexibility in cable use even with much more wider bend.
	Another patient who had initially the Blackberry mobile phone with OS 7 has accidently broke the screen of his mobile phone. Few days later he came with parents to the clinic with other model which runs on Blackberry OS 6. The first delivered app to the Sheffield Children Hospital was only for the Blackberry OS 7 mobile phones. As it is obvious that app was not able to execute on OS 6. The task for me actually turns to be very simple. The developed source code for Blackberry phone was platform independent and I just required to rebuild the source code for older OS 6. Finally the rebuilt application was delivered to the clinic and successful installation of the software allowed the participant to continue his records submission through provided front-end unit.
The forth patient after of a few weeks of normal operation was not able to transmit his records to the server via WithCare+ front-end unit and his mobile phone. He thought that the problem was on the front-end unit, but finally after my visit to clinic and involving with the situation I discovered that his mobile phone was left without credit. The situation with participants who have the “Pay as you go” deal turned to be a possible scenario for problematic data submission. In order to avoid any possible similar scenario we provided advice to use contract solution, rather than to allow participants to watch periodically the available amount of credit on the mobile phone and accordingly top-up the credit on it.
Finally, I want to present here the back-end system user interface where clinicians have an access through internet. Initially everyone required to pass through authentication process and in success the back-end system allow him or her access to the below UI as it demonstrated in figure 49. This figure displays the Inbox page which keeps track of all defined alarms which must to be addressed by clinicians. For instance these alarms can be for low and high glucose records which sent from patient front-end unit. Generally the website interface offers the most important functions to clinicians which split in seven links in menu. From the left side to the right the tabs are: “Inbox,” “Clinicians”, “Patients”, “Readings”, “Feedback” and “Admin”.
The “Clinicians” tab allows addition or removal of new clinical staff to the system. Similar the “Patients” tab allow patients details management. The “Readings” tab was used for observation in graphical mode the patients records in desired period of time. For instance, figure 50 represents a weekly patient performance, where red lines indicate the high and low blood glucose level (BGL) and the region between to green lines indicates the desired BGL. The representation of the glucose values in that scatter plot are displayed in mmol/L. Finally, the “Feedback” tab was developed for clinicians in order to allow them to inform the patient with SMS or email.

Figure 49. The Inbox page in the WithCare+ back-end web server UI.






This chapter introduces three new front-end hardware solutions for intelligent remote monitoring of patient who suffer from diabetes chronic disease. Two solutions were based on wireless communication modules such as Bluetooth and GSM, while the third implementation was based on wired Ethernet technology. The Bluetooth and Ethernet hardware devices have two and three according alternative implementation in firmware in order to cover as much as possible different scenarios. Each new created solution has the same purpose to extract data from attached medical device and deliver required records to the back-end web server. The paragraph with analysis of Bluetooth version explained the intelligence of implemented programmable serial interface, which followed by explanation of the firmware software which was written in C language for Virtual machine environment of BlueCore4-Ext. Then explained the reason why the initial SPP/DUN firmware version was superseding by RFCOMM alternative firmware implementation. It also explained the extended glucometer library which supports five different medical devices with clever algorithm which was essential for longer battery life of portable WithCare+ front-end device. The RFCOMM solution for Bluetooth hardware version was provided with additional apps for Android, Blackberry and J2ME mobiles phones. These apps were built in order to operate as services in mobile phone and were always ready to redirect medical data from WithCare+ unit to back-end system.
The second part of this chapter explained the requirements of creation of portable GSM hardware version which was built on the same principle of the Bluetooth version. This implementation was not required from patient to have any mobile phone because it submits the generated SMS directly by its internal GSM modem. All libraries and algorithm which ported from Bluetooth solution to GSM were not required any modification, only the new state engine was written from scratch in order to operate similarly with ARM Cortex-M3 Timer as the Bluetooth was operate through the Scheduler in CSR Virtual Machine.
The last part of the chapter describes the new Ethernet approaches from which two implementations were published in IEEE conferences as a new work in this area. The automatic process of medical data acquisition and redirection of them to required destination with very low cost of whole hardware implementation, were some of the main strength features of this design. Then follow the demonstration of new method for personal data observation through Web Browser. This solution based on the utilization of additional Java applet application and Pico HTTP Web Server inside of the very low cost WIZnet 7100A IC, where also the glucometer library was shifted from the C source code to higher level Java language. Java applet application accelerates the development of medical protocol library and also provides the friendly graphical interface to the end user, where the last one have the chance to observe his or her records and then forward them to remote back-end web server.















Chapter 5: New Ultrasound Simulation Training System
5.1 Introduction
The Ultrasound wave form is at the upper limit of the human acoustic frequency band. Human hearing usually has a bandwidth in the range of 20Hz to 20KHz. Electronic devices which utilize the ultrasound spectrum generally operate at frequencies starting from approximately 1MHz. These ultrasound devices are used in many different fields, one of which is the medical sector, where different options can be used to observe variety internal organs such as muscles, tendons, brain, heart, fetus in pregnant woman and etc. One of the first commercial devices to be marketed in 1975 was the ADR 2130 [114]. ADR sold over 5000 units around the globe, even though its display utilized just 16 shades of gray. A few years later in the 80’s, the improved version introduced a better transducer, with reduced noise and doubled number of lines in image resolution. In 1939 Sokolov described how a 3GHz ultrasound wave can be used to reproduce, an image quality near to method which used in optical approach. Furthermore it is worth to be mentioned that by increasing the frequency, the wavelength is shortened, which allows for the detection of small inner details in observable object, which could be a living organism. Moreover the change of frequency from low to high consequently reduce the penetration of a wave, because the attenuation coefficient is increased as well, which means that the image cannot be reconstructed from a greater depth, at which the waves are more greatly absorbed [113]. Also generally the transmitted power of the ultrasound beam should follow the recommended standard, which says that per square centimeter the power density has to be less than 1 Watt, otherwise it may damage the structure of organ because of its overheating. [112]

Figure 51. The Ultrasound principle of an image reconstruction for 2D mode.
In medical ultrasound imaging, several modes are available for different observations, which are: A-mode, B-mode / 2D mode, C-mode, M-mode, Color Doppler, Continuous Doppler, Pulsed wave Doppler, Duplex, Triplex, Pulse inverse mode, Harmonic mode [113]. The 2D mode is the one which I will use in my software and as the name suggests, it is based on a linear scan through each plane which is finally represented as a two dimensional image on the monitor. The principle of ultrasound operation is based on the idea of sending a pulse of ultrasound wave through the “ultrasound transceivers / transducers” or simply a probe, to the tissue. The reflected echo of the sent wave is then analyzed and displayed on the monitor as a two dimensional image, or as the anatomy of a three dimensional area or as a three dimensional surface or object. The above figure 51 shows that technique, which uses a computer with a hand-held probe to scan three different objects with varying density and which reconstructs the image of these objects on the screen.

Figure 52. Phased array method for creation of custom direction for the wave in one plane.
The ultrasound wave is usually generated by piezoelectric components. In the past the focus of the beam was created with a physical lens, while nowadays the new technological approach uses the phased array technique in order to change the direction of the wave. Figure 52 above presents that new method in one dimension. Recently a two dimensional phased array transducer has been developed, which may allow direct live 3D imaging of an organ. It also can be used with a moving entity and present the rate of the activity by utilizing the Doppler Effect. For instance, when the object moves toward the probe, a frequency shift towards a higher frequency, while when it moves away from the hand-held probe, the generated frequency is reduced [115]. Compared to other methods of medical observation through reconstructed image, ultrasound provides advantages which include real time image reconstruction, portability and reasonable low cost. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning its drawbacks, which include the difficulty in imaging a structure behind bone in, and the reliance on the skills of the operator but apart from that, the use of this technological solution is quite wide spread in the medical sector. [113]

5.2 Literature review of alternative ultrasound simulation solutions
Generally any clinicians who are responsible for human ultrasound imaging, especially in neonatal units, need to be fully trained before using ultrasound system. For this purpose proper training is important for them, before they start work with a patient, in order to avoid any damage to external or internal parts of the human body. For this purpose different dummy human objects (mannequins), were developed for ultrasound training purposes. This approach is almost identical to the real human observation. It is based on a similar ultrasound probe design and hardware system but instead of a real human body, a simulated training model is used. The main negative point of this approach is that the resulting image is frequently not as real as in the human structure, but the most important negative factor is the very high cost of the whole training pack, which includes the hardware system, corresponding software and synthetic body parts (mannequins). Examples of that solution are products from CAE Healthcare, Blue Phantom, MEDSIM, Simbionix and Schallware [116, 117, 118, 119, and 120].

5.3 NeoCare+, the innovative approach for ultrasound simulation training
It is clear that governments push the medical sector to investigate for solutions which will be cost effective as possible. This means that finding an effective and low cost training tool is essential for clinicians. A training method which will provide confidence from the first use and will give them all the required information before they start the human observation is very important. Analyzing these requirements and understanding the current approach for ultrasound simulation training, in September of 2009 I came to propose a new solution.
That solution first of all is very low cost. Its cost effectiveness is based on avoidance of the requirement for special mannequins and the hardware system is no longer based on the original approach with ultrasound transceiver inside of the probe, but instead utilizes the 3D space with MEMS sensors in order to identify the correct direction in space.  I placed the MEMS sensors in an analogous-sized ultrasound probe and controlled them via a single microcontroller. The corresponding coordinate’s data were sent continuously by USB to the PC application, where after proper identification, a calculated image was displayed. That approach was based only on the requirement of having a suitable pre-stored ultrasound image. These images were extracted from the captured videos, which I obtained from “Jessop Wings” in the neonatal unit in Sheffield Hospital. The project was named NeoCare+ and evolved over three versions of hardware design and two of software. All these three implementations of the new approach will be described below in more detail. Furthermore I will cover the theoretical background of all the sensors used such as accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope and all the applied algorithms for them.

5.4 Accelerometer, Gyroscope and Magnetometer MEMS sensors
	The accelerometer as a sensor measures the gravity and the acceleration of a moving platform. If the platform is in a free-fall then zero acceleration is indicated, while if it is accelerating in some direction the output will be a sum of that acceleration with the gravity as well. The equation for acceleration can be expressed as below (1) and (2). In equation (1) the  is a velocity and  is a distance and some basic interpretation is showing on the plot of the below figure 53. Equation (2) which is the generally-used calculation method in accelerometers is based Newton’s second law and Hooke’s law. The former said that , which means that if mass m is accelerating as a then it will be equal to the force F. The second one said that , where a constant c of the spring characteristic and x is a distance. Now combining this two opposite forces we will have a new equation m a = c x, which finally leads to equation (2), where the constant c is known with the mass m as well. So, by identifying the displacement of x we can find the acceleration a.
	  (1),              (2)

Figure 53. Acceleration representation on 2D plot of velocity vs time.
There are many different types of accelerometers which have different accuracy and cost characteristics. These types of accelerometers utilize different kinds of materials in sensors, for example sensor can be: “capacitive”, “piezoelectric”, “piezoresistive”, “Hall effect”, “magnetoresistive” and “heat transfer”. The unit which characterizes the accelerometer is a “g”. The 1g is equal to gravity of the Earth at the sea level and it constant value equal to 9.81m/sec^2. When the sensor is pointed upwards, the value of it is +1g, if it is in horizontal state then it output 0g, finally if point down then -1g is present in the output of the sensor. The most important parameters for selection of suitable sensor are: measurement range, sensitivity, linearity, cross-axis sensitivity, Zero-g Bias Level, Noise Density and Output Data Rate. The explanation of all of these is available in greater detail in this [123] reference.
To measure the rate of rotation around an axis, a gyroscope is used. Compared to the accelerometer, gravity does not affect the gyroscope. As soon as rotation occurs, the output on sensors will be non-zero; if the rotation stops the measurement will give a zero value. The MEMS gyroscope utilizes the “Coriolis effect”. The equation of the Coriolis force (Fc) is  , where  is the rotation angular rate and the  is the velocity of moving mass  [125]. A similar principle to that used for the MEMS accelerometer is also used for the MEMS gyroscope. The force  from Hooke’s law is opposite to , which means that by measuring the displacement  finally we can calculate the  parameter.
	The magnetometer is used to measure the direction of the magnetic field. The most widely used technology in magnetometers is the Anisotropic Magnetoresistive (AMR) method, which gives reasonably good precision, can be utilized in small spaces and has a low cost as well. Honeywell in their presentation gives some details of their sensor technology, where they mention that: when a magnetic field is applied on MR sensors in a direction perpendicular to that of the current flow, then the resistance changes [124]. The transducer system consists of a Wheatstone bridge and according op-amp for each magnetic axis.  This technique is used to measure the difference in voltage output, which in the linear range becomes proportional to applied field according to the equation  [124].
	It is worth mentioning some critical details which mean each sensor cannot be a perfect solution. This in turn means that proper compensation is required to reduce the generated errors. For instance the gyroscope drifts in time, because of noise and temperature, which affects the sensors especially when rotation is not occurring. The signal to noise ratio is low in that condition, but from the other side the gyroscope are good in short term. The accelerometer is noisy in short term, but good in long. The combination of accelerometer and gyroscope works well in pitch and roll, but for the yaw, which is orthogonal to gravity, magnetic compensation is used, because the accelerometer can’t help there [122]. Obviously the accelerometer and magnetometer are also affected by bias drifts, but as soon as not any integration is require measuring for instance the distance (with an accelerometer), these bias errors are less considerable.

5.5 Version 1, the hardware and software solution
5.5.1 Introduction
The idea of utilizing new technological innovations such as MEMS IC components, instead of the traditional large size mechanical sensors, and developing completely new electronic processes, seems a perfect option for the purposes of this project. The first advantage of MEMS sensors is its small size compared to mechanical options: it is usually at least 10 times smaller. The second is the price which is also many times cheaper than the mechanical sensors. These two critical parameters of new IC’s were the key drivers for integrating them into similar small-sized ultrasound probe, and also provides a completely new view of the low cost ultrasound simulation solution.
In the first meeting with Dr Simon Clack from the Neonatal Unit in the Jessop’s Wing of the Sheffield Hospital, it was concluded that displaying the 8 most important images of neonatal brain on the screen will be a good starting point. These eight images are based on the “Standard Neonatal Cranial Ultrasound Scanned Views” [121]. The detailed description of all these views from anatomical side is not the focus of this research, for this reason I will just mention below their names. The five of them were extracted from “Coronal” plane and they are: “Frontal lobes”, “Anterior Horns of the Lateral Ventricles”, “The Third Ventricle” and two different images of “Trigone”. The other three images were extracted from “Sagittal” plane and consist of: “Midline Sagittal”, “Angled Parasagittal” and “Tangential Parasagittal”. Figure 54 below presents all these eight images, which were been obtained from “Jessop Wings” neonatal unit as video streams and were later edited in order to extract the proper frames to provide the eight images mentioned above.


Figure 54. Neonatal Cranial Ultrasound scanned views (5 Coronal and 3 Sagittal 2D images).


5.5.2 The implementation of hardware probe
The hardware probe is based on the block diagram in figure 55 below. Two IC sensors where selected, the 3-axis accelerometer MXR9500MZ and 3-axis magnetometer HMC5843 which were powered by a separate LP3985 low-noise ultra-low dropout CMOS voltage regulator. The microcontroller selected for the prototype was 8-bit Cypress CY8C29466-24PVXI with 32KB FLASH and 2KB SRAM memory. For USB communication, the serial to USB converter from FTDI, the FT232RL was used and both ICs were powered by LP3874 fast ultra low dropout linear regulator. The final C code just needs 3176 bytes from FLASH memory and 48bytes for SRAM, using the standard version of C compiler which is providing free. It is obvious that in a Professional version, the result should be more compact by at least 10% to 15% as mentioned in the specification. From the hardware point of view, it required just 7 digital blocks and 6 analog from Cypress MCU architecture as shown in figure 56, which means that instead of the CY8C29466, it is possible to use a cheaper MCU from Cypress such as CY8C27443 which provides with 16KB FLASH, 256 bytes SRAM, 8 digital blocks and 12 analog blocks and costs almost half the price of the MCU used.

Figure 55. Block diagram of version one of ultrasound simulator hardware probe.
The choice of the Honeywell magnetometer with digital interface such as I2C was based on the simplified hardware circuit requirement. On the other hand, the 3-axis accelerometer retained an analog interface. This was decided because that MXR9500MZ provides no computable thermal and mechanical hysteresis, but also generally that MEMSIC IC where designed for automotive application and was one of the best option in 2009 for the purpose of the project requirement. The final part which was left to complete was the precise way to measure these three analog outputs from the accelerometer with a high resolution ADC circuit. This was the main reason for the 8-bit PSoC1 MCU selection, which offers a very flexible custom analog and digital design option, where a user can implement 3 ADC inputs with 13-bits resolution on each channel. Figure 56 presents the internal routing of the analog and digital components used in that Cypress IC. On the top side we can see the digital blocks and on the bottom, the analog blocks. For data transmission to the PC only the TX pin was used as I was not interested in analyzing any incoming data, but only wanted to send sensors data outside of the MCU to PC.

Figure 56. Utilized hardware analog and digital blocks in 8-bit Cypress CY8C29466-24PVXI MCU.
The TRIADC was setup with DataClock source at 375KHz, where VC2 = (6MHz[SysClk]/2[VC1])/(8[VC2]) = 375KHz. The sample rate I decide to use was 10sps, which means that every 0.1 sec we will read ADC sensors raw data from TRIADC. Based on the equation which gives the Cypress documentation CalcTime = (DataClock/SampleRate) -2^(13+2) we will have finally the CalcTime = 375000/10 - 32768 = 4732.
The UART TX8 block was set to work at 9600bps which mean that 9600*8 = 76800Hz clocking source is required. I choose to use the VC1 which was set to 3MHz and the division of 39, this gives 3MHz/39=76923Hz.  The 76923Hz / 8 gives the 9615bps, this is very near to the desired baud rate and have error of 0.16% which is much less than the allowed maximum error of 5%. Finally the Period in Counter8_1 was set to 39 - 1 = 38 because the zero value is also considered a valid number. Furthermore it is important to mention for the I2C communication the software I2C Cypress library was chosen and set to 100KHz, which is the standard speed for HMC5843 IC. Figure 57 shows the prototype hardware probe from top and bottom view.

Figure 57. Version one of Ultrasound simulator hardware probe with top and bottom view.

The C source code for the MCU was written to be very simple, as is shown in the flow chart in figure 58 below and C code in table 13 of Appendix V, because the main trigonometric algorithms and generally all the ultrasound image identification methods where implemented in PC C# application.






5.5.3 The trigonometric equations and the PC application
The combination of accelerometer and magnetometer sensors was sufficient for the detection of inclination and heading. The recognition of the eight images which have at least 15 degree of distance between each other was calculated as sufficient options. In one plane we just needed to distinguish five images and in the other, only three. The first version of the PC C# application was responsible for the execution of a mathematical algorithm as well as the display of the correct image on the GUI, which is show in figure 59 below. Below I will present trigonometric equations for orientation, which were used in the PC application utilizing the Microsoft C# .NET framework.

Figure 59. The GUI of the first version of PC C# application.









Last but not least, it is worth mentioning that the PC C# application required a new calibration process every time the hardware probe was used in a different area. The whole device with its mounted magnetic sensor it should be rotated around all axes, but also in other random directions in order to find the MAX and MIN values. When the user does not see any new changes on the corresponding calibration editbox’s of magnetometer, then that sensor’s setup is complete. The accelerometer calibration was needed in order to calculate the offset of +1g, 0g and -1g, so the device just needed to be placed in 3 positions. The GUI provides the required button for this purpose on the interface. Finally figure 60 below presents the idea of the eight image identification approach, which was acceptable but not very efficient, comparing to the sensor fusion algorithm which was applied in the next hardware version. Generally the 3-axis accelerometer values where used in order to identify the proper quadrant of the possible eight in 3D space, and then a combination of equations from two sensors was used for image identification. These and some other disadvantages from the hardware and software side were improved in the next version, version two and will be presented and explained below.

Figure 60. The image identification algorithm of C# application.

5.6 Version 2, the software and hardware solution
5.6.1 Evaluation of version one and improvements applied to version two
The evaluation of the first version showed that the solution had the potential to be adopted for ultrasound simulation training of junior clinicians, but in order to hit the desired performance, many updates were required to the hardware and software design. Starting from the PC application, it was clear that the eight standard ultrasound 2D images were not enough. Clinicians need to see all the Sagittal and Coronal images during their scanning. In version one during the inclination of the simulated hardware probe, the gaps between most important images on both planes were just ignored. Clinicians can observe images from one to another, where each has a predefined width approximately equal to 15 degrees. This resolution needed to be improved in order to provide a smooth transition between each image frame. This problem was solved in version two. The number of images from 5 in one plane was increased to 45, which corresponds to resolution of two degree per image. For the other plane, instead of 3 main images, 23 were used for the half of the Sagittal scan with a starting point of the center. It is worth mentioning that because the Sagittal plane has symmetry, the 22 images where duplicated from the opposite side as well. This mean that the total number of images was 68, in practice all of them represents 90, with 45 corresponding to each plane. Now the ultrasound simulation scanning through an inclination of the probe provided a smooth feeling on the screen that reminds the user of a video for an original training device. In order to make the viewed image even more real, to recall an ultrasound video representation, I created all 68 images as animated GIF files. The accuracy of the probe when it is inclined and shifted from one animated image to another now has a resolution of 2 degree.  The only part which was left to implement is the corresponding accurate hardware probe. From the specification of the magnetometer and the new fusion filter applied to all raw data from sensors on the hardware device, I was able to give achieve accurate measurements with 1 degree resolution. 
The next improvement which was important to solve was the creation of an automatic calibration process required by the MEMS sensors. From the first point of view that sounds like a PC software issue, but in reality this requirement was for the hardware modification. This problem was also solved in PC application and obviously was driven by a new hardware design which will be presented below. Furthermore the second version of the C# application was created in order to provide flexibility in images replacement and custom definition for degree of inclination for each image frame. For this purpose according corresponding folder with numbered images was created and an xml file was structured in order to provide the option for custom settings and images substitution.
Last but not least, the image identification algorithm was changed. The PC software was also not required to do any calculation with the RAW sensors data. The entire essential mathematic algorithm was executed in the hardware probe. The PC software now was offloaded from extra calculations; the main focus was on the proper image identification and sensors indication with 2D and 3D objects. For 3D object manipulation, a Microsoft XNA framework was utilized where quaternions were used as the parameter for vectors’ rotations. A general block diagram of critical parts of the C# application is represented in figure 61 below.

Figure 61. The most critical part of C# application.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the image detection algorithm. The C# software supports a custom starting point, which gives the user the option to use any 3D position of the probe as an origin point. These 3 angles where subtracted from the Euler angles which were calculated based on the quaternion’s parameters. Then the method myImageDetection() was called and the returned index pointed to the correct ultrasound image. Table 14 in Appendix V presents the mentioned C# source code for the image identification algorithm. Based on the defined setting in XML file, the “for” loop is incremented by two in order to be adjusted to the lowest and highest angle value. These two settings define the angle range, where the image can be displayed before it changes to another frame where the hardware probe continues to rotate.

5.6.2 The basic of Quaternion’s
Before the presentation of hardware and the applied new fusion algorithm which is based on quaternions, it is important to cover their basic theoretical background. Quaternion’s were defined by Hamilton, who said that in three dimensional space a quaternion is the quotient of two directed lines, which can be expressed as the quotient of two vectors. A scalar and a vector can also represent the quaternion. From the end of the 19th century, as a simpler concept vector analysis started to be used more widely compared to quaternion’s, but from the late 20th century, the quaternion’s had a revival mainly due to their effectiveness in describing spatial rotations. The rotation representations by quaternions are compact and faster to calculate compared to representation by matrices. One of the important advantages compared to Euler angles is that the use of quaternions does not suffer from “Gimbal lock”. This is also one of the main reasons why quaternion’s are used in many fields today, for instance in altitude control systems of spaceships. [128]
Its main three operations are: addition, scalar multiplication and quaternion multiplication. The basic elements of quaternions are i, j and k which connect to each other with equation nine below.
		(9)
Multiplication between quaternions is not commutative . For example:
	(10)
Generally the quaternion is expressed as four real numbers in a four dimensional array as presented below in equation 11.
	(11)

5.6.3 The implementation of new hardware probe
The new hardware probe of version two is based on the block diagram shown below in figure 62. Three ICs sensors were selected as: the 3-axis accelerometer ADXL345, the 3-axis magnetometer HMC5843 and the 3-axis gyroscope ITG3200 which were powered by a separate LP3985 low-noise ultra-low dropout CMOS voltage regulator. The microcontroller was upgraded from 8bit to a much more powerful 32-it ARM Cortex-M3 from ST, the STM32F100CBT6B which has 128KB FLASH and 8KB SRAM memory. The principle for USB connectivity was unchanged and FT232RL IC was used for USB to Serial conversion. An optional circuit for wireless RF Bluetooth module was added, but was not soldered on the board as that was not required.

Figure 62. Block diagram of version two of ultrasound simulator hardware probe.
Figure 63 shows a top view of the new second prototype hardware probe. This choice of ARM Cortex-M3 MCU was required in order to execute the complex fusion algorithm which was based on quaternions and to offload additional operations from the PC. The ADXL345 sampled at 200Hz frequency and filtered the last four samples through a LPF filter in order to avoid any spikes of noise, which naturally appear sometimes on the accelerometer. The simple equation for software low pass filter can be done through equation 12 below, where  is the current accelerometer measurement and  is the previous. The  and  are just constant coefficients, also called weighting factors.
	(12)
The other two sensors, magnetometer and gyroscope were measured at 50Hz sampling frequency and followed immediately by mathematic calculations of fusion algorithm. The gyroscope did not require a software LPF as it has the support of the hardware LPF on the silicon, which set the cut off frequency at 42Hz. The noise reduction for the magnetometer was mainly based on feedback compensation in the fusion algorithm, which will be presented below.

Figure 63. The final prototype of the new hardware version probe.
Last but not least it is important to mention that after power up; this device executed the self calibration routine for all 3 sensors and did not require the clinician to spend time on any extra operation. The unit just needs to be plugged in to the USB port to provide the power supply and left untouched for a couple of seconds until the LED indicates the ready state. During this calibration time, the accelerometer averaged 100 samples for each axis at 200Hz sampling frequency and the calculated results were stored back on the ADXL345 according Offset registers X, Y, Z. Similarly the gyroscope was calibrated for the corresponding offset values. Finally the magnetometer HMC5843 provided a very nice feature for detection of maximum and minimum axis points by applying the positive and the negative bias configuration. Compared to the first generation of magnetic sensors, the new Honeywell IC HMC5843 integrates intelligent digital blocks in the silicon, which provides an easier approach to setting up and reading magnetic sensors raw values. Using 10 continuous measurements, I calculate the range for each axis. These raw values were used in the fusion algorithm which will be presented below. 

5.6.4 The efficient sensors fusion algorithm
One of the main features of the sensor fusion algorithm is the compensation of magnetic distortion, which may come from RF interference or other magnetic sources. Similarly the accelerometer output can generate high spikes of noise due to rapid device movement and just applying the average filter is not an optimal method for noise compensation. For this reason, the sensor fusion algorithm also corrects the accelerometer input. This efficient algorithm also compensates the gyroscope time drift with the accelerometer and magnetometer.
The sensors fusion algorithm is based on a publication by Robert Mayhony et al [129], which was initially developed to control aerial devices utilizing quaternions. But the first implementation of it available to the public was done by William Premerlani et al [130] with the name ‘DCM filter’. This algorithm has been improved by Sebastian Madgwick [131] who added magnetic distortion compensation to it. This filter removes the need for predefinition of reference of flux direction, and only the yaw axis was affected by magnetic distortion. The block diagram of it is presented in figure 64 below. It is also worth to be mentioned that I also add some improvement to this sensor fusion algorithm by replacing the approximate calculation of fast inverse square root with accurate square root function from standard C library.

Figure 64. The block diagram of sensor fusion algorithm of Madgwick-Mayhony at 02-Oct-2011. The initial C source code of that algorithm was obtained from open source FreeIMU project of Fabio Varesano and later on slightly improved by me by replaced the approximate fast inverse sqrt().





Table 15. The benchmark of sensor fusion algorithm between three ARM Cortex-M3 C compilers.

5.7 Result from Trial evaluation of version 2
The evaluation of the second version of the hardware probe and corresponding software impressed the hospital staff and created the requirement for creation of a small survey inside the neonatal unit of Sheffield Hospital. Below I present the results of that survey.
The staff surveyed over a 3 day period on a tertiary neonatal unit included 4 registrars and 4 SHOs. This survey was performed by Eleanor Peirce under Simon Clack’s supervision.

“100% of the staff surveyed had looked at CUSS images that someone else had recorded.”
“100% of staff surveyed had watched someone else perform a CUSS.”
“3 of 8 (37.5%) had been on a CUSS course”
“4 of the 8 (50%) had performed Cranial US”

Results
All questions were asked on a 5 point scale.

The probe looked similar to a CUSS probe
100% disagreed or strongly disagreed

The images were similar to a real CUSS
87.5% agreed or strongly agreed

The tool handled as I would expect
Responses were spread throughout the scale. In discussion people mentioned that the probe was too big to handle correctly on the head and did not have a rounded edge. If both of these things could be corrected, then the probe would handle better.

	I could identify anatomical structures and their position
There was no strong response to this question. This was due to the level of experience of the medical team questioned, as many were not confident in interpreting CUSS images. One senior trainee felt that you could not confidently identify positions due to the issues with the probe shape / size.

This tool has potential to be used to learn CUSS technique
7 out of 8 (87.5%) Agreed or strongly agreed.

Eleanor also demonstrated the CUSS simulator to 3 consultants and received informal verbal feedback. They agreed that the tool has significant potential as a learning tool, but also felt that it needed refinement before it could be useful. 
Discussion
In general the more senior trainees did not find the tool as useful as the SHOs and junior registrars. In discussion with the trainees they felt it was not “quite the same”. However, those with limited experience felt it would be invaluable as an initial learning tool for CUSS, with further experience coming from performing real CUSS.
There were 2 major areas where the medical team felt improvements could be made which would significantly improve the tool. Firstly to improve the shape and size of the probe, as this would make the probe handle more realistically. Secondly, to gather further images for the extremes of directions.
Further work would be to include abnormal scans or educational scans where different structures are marked. Work to collect the images for this is ongoing.

5.8 Version 3, the hardware and software results
Considering the review from the above-mentioned survey, the final third version was modified in order to provide the desired device and software application to clinicians. The hardware device was updated with new sensors and the PCB was made as small as possible. Instead of designing the third PCB, I was able to find almost exactly the same hardware implementation on the market, which only failed to include the USB to serial convert. The simple USB to serial converter was obtained separately and the two boards were connected just with four wires together, which were RX, TX, VCC and GND. The gyroscope and accelerometer were integrated to one single IC from Invensense. This 6-axis chip was the MPU6050 which has the I2C bus interface. The hardware update also affects the magnetometer which was based on HMC5883, the newest version of IC from Honeywell. Generally the circuit was kept similar to the 2nd version, but mainly based on new MEMS sensors. The block diagram of the third version of hardware is presented in figure 66 below. Furthermore the firmware was modified at the driver’s level in order to operate appropriately with MPU6050 and HMC5883 MEMS sensors, the other higher layers were kept unchanged as is shown in figure 65. The programming of FLASH memory of the ST ARM Cortex-M3 MCU on the PCB was carried by four pins SWD connector.

Figure 65. All software layers on the latest firmware.

The final plastic box was printed through a 3D printer. The 3D object for this purpose was created in very useful software, called OpenSCAD. OpenSCAD can generate a 3D entity just with a simple scripting language, very similar to the C. Finally after constructing and fitting all parts together, the result was really impressive. The new case shown in figure 67 is the size of my finger. There was no time for a third review by the medical team, but from the image sent by email to the medical team, the response was really positive, especially from Simon Clark.

Figure 66. The block diagram of the third version of ultrasound hardware simulator probe.


Figure 67. The third version of ultrasound hardware simulator probe.

The PC software was updated to version 2.1.1, as is shown in figure 68, in order to add support for nine additional custom profiles. This gives the flexibility to clinicians to create any profile with custom ultrasound images. These images can now cover a variety of abnormalities.

Figure 68. The third version of ultrasound simulator PC software.

5.9 Summary








Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
	This final chapter includes two conclusions and recommendations for future work for both researches presented in previous chapters which have their own aims, objectives and finally their outcomes.
6.1 WithCare+ project
6.1.1 Conclusion
Mine primary research work was on the development of intelligent and low cost portable wireless and wired front-end devices for creation of efficient operation in the WithCare+ system. The WithCare+ system as it was mentioned in previous chapters consist from front-end devices which are responsible for acquisition of medical data from glucometers and delivery of them to back-end, which from it side is responsible for data collection in database and providing a web server functionality for effective management of the received data and not only. The main target of WithCare+ project is to focus on providing smart telemedicine holistic approach with optimization for management the diabetes chronic syndrome. By providing the possibility for observing each patient performance every day clinicians will have a chance to act instantly, and if need come in contact with patient for further recommendations, which finally can solve many possible upcoming complications but may also improve patient life and reduce overall cost.
Initially I decided that it was vital to cover theoretical background about diabetes disease, a glucometer, and what existed telemedicine approach were already done in the past and where the things are going to move in the future. This information with very extensive literature review of existed academic and commercial projects is presented in chapter two. I was delighted when I realized that there were a lot of things which can be improved, optimized and provided with much more cost effective and intelligent option comparing to already available solutions. This drives me to explore variety of most popular existed wireless and wired technologies and finally choose most suitable from them.
In chapter four is presenting all new three front-end solutions starting from the improvement of the existed front-end implementation which based on Bluetooth communication. This technology has very strong penetration in many devices which are around us. This generates the decision for further extension of that WithCare+ version in order to support much more mobile phones. The created new firmware on BlueCore-4-Ext utilizes the RFCOMM instead of SPP/DUN Profile. This modification required the development of according mobile apps for each operating system such as Android, Blackberry and J2ME in order to utilize that link for wireless data exchange. By meeting some complications in operation with iPhone mobile phones and possibility to simplify the process for patient the decision for creation of GSM version of WithCare+ front-end was taken. That new GSM implementation has a full potential to replace the Bluetooth solution.
The third new front-end solution was based on Ethernet technology and derived from the observation that large population in the country have an internet access in home, office and etc. The idea of providing zero cost option for patient medical data transmission sounded very attractive. Now instead of SMS the new developed WithCare+ device has a possibility to submit data with POST command utilizing the higher HTTP protocol. I used in that hardware version a very low cost WIZnet IC the W7100A, which includes 8051 MCU, PHY, and MAC and hardwire TCP/IP stack. Those implementations have two variations which both accepted as new papers in IEEE conferences. One utilizes the Java applet application over the pico http web server while the other uses custom HTTP client and automatic intelligent state machine.
Finally at the beginning of 2013 the Sheffield Children hospital started the first Pilot Trial, where the whole WithCare+ system was put under evaluation. The selected version of front-end unit was based on Bluetooth implementation. At the beginning of the Pilot Trial when I was involved with preparation of working loop between front-ends, patient mobile phones and back-end I remember the faces of children when they used the WithCare+ front-end units with their mobile phones, they was really excited. I feel a strong potential that one day this WithCare+ system will prove it effectiveness and will provides many benefits.

6.1.2 Recommendation for Future Work
Recommendation for improvement of Bluetooth front-end unit should affect the mechanical structure of the device itself. It will be better if the plastic case will be constructed in a way which allows easy connection between the WithCare+ unit and the glucometer in such manner that it will look like one unit. This is because instead of observing three different units it will be preferable to have 2 devices to look as one instance. The next recommendation can affect the mobile applications which initially created to be very simple in use, but if it will required then some extra graphs can be included to it, which can be useful for parents or self-observation.
I believe that the GSM version provides a very simplistic approach. While the Bluetooth version required from patient to have three devices around him or her which are: glucometer, mobile phone and Bluetooth WithCare+ front-end; the GSM solution reduces that to two devices which are: glucometer and GSM WithCare+ unit. I think that potential improvement to GSM version should be the battery charging circuit and audio circuit with speaker for voice notification, which will greatly reflected in acceptance of it from patients. In Bluetooth version as it is known: before SMS submission data initially traveling by RFCOMM or SPP/DUN link and that route may sometimes have possible chance for errors. The GSM version from it side do not suffer from that, it directly extract medical data from attached device and instantly send them by SMS to back-end. I believe that the recommended new GSM version which will have integrated speech pronunciation and battery charger block will be adopted rapidly.
6.2 NeoCare+ Project
6.2.1 Conclusion
The evolution of MEMS sensors such as 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis magnetometer and 3-axis gyroscope create new areas for potential consumer products. I noticed that potential in 2009 and proposed a new solution for ultrasound simulation system, which radically reduced the cost compared to the alternative commercial products. This was my secondary research work in which it was necessary to develop a new very low cost ultrasound simulation training system for neonatal clinics and according university departments. This project was submitted at 17 / 06 / 2014 as a paper to ‘BioCAS’ the Biomedical Circuits and Systems 2014 IEEE Conference.
The simulated hardware probe and software on firmware and PC passed through 3 sets of modification and two medical reviews, changing the initial simplistic approach to a new advanced system. The second medical review was the main motivation for how the final ultrasound probe looks today, which is a similar size to the original ultrasound probe. All the recommendations and opinions were captured and reviewed in order to create the final third new ultrasound simulation training system. Furthermore it is worth to mention that the applied very efficient sensors fusion mathematical algorithm which based on quaternions and created MEMS sensors libraries can be easily used in many other embedded projects.
It is important to mention that without the collaboration with the medical team under the supervision of Dr Simon Clack from Sheffield Hospital, and the electronics department where Dr Mohammed Benaissa supervised this research, this innovative solution would not have been possible. Finally the current solution is planned for trial in approximately 20 hospitals in the UK.


6.2.2 Recommendation for Future Work
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I.1 Implementation and comparison of software AES in MCUs and FPGA
AES is used nowadays in many different applications where protection of data is required. In my experiment below I evaluate and compare the performance of software AES on Xilinx FPGA Spartan 3 and on NXP LPC1114. Both of this implementation runs on a 32bit MCU. The first one is based on the software core MicroBlaze 32bit processor and the other just on a single ARM 32bit Cortex-M0 microcontroller. The AES C code supports the 128, 192 and 256 bits key of encryption and decryption including the Keys generation for each round at the beginning. This code was written to be fully portable and independent of the hardware architecture. This gives an advantage, because it can be run on many different ICs without any modification. Obviously someone may point out that there are already a few MCUs which have the AES hardware unit, but when this project was begun, that information was not available.







Table 16. Total required size of memory for software AES with 128bit key size.
As we can see from the table 16 above, for the current AES implementation, the smallest possible code size was generated when optimization option ‘Low –O1’ was selected, which require 25812 bytes of storage memory for whole C code. The total number of Clock cycles for each function, at different optimization options for AES with 128bit key, on Xilinx MicroBlaze, is in table 17 below. Here we can see that the option ‘Low –O1’ gives the smallest total Clock cycles. We have to mention that this code included the Timer/Counter initialization function and also Xilinx print function, which occupied extra memory resources. For this reason option –O0 and –O3 was out of range after compiling.
	Key Generation (Clock cycles)	Enciphering (Clock cycles)	Deciphering (Clock cycles)	Total (Clock Cycles)
–O0	Out of range for final code. Require >16KB of SRAM.	-
–O1	3390	7287	19597	30274
–O2	3289	8240	19747	31276
–O3	Out of range for final code. Require >16KB of SRAM.	-
–Os	3358	8002	19653	31013
Table 17. Total number of Clocks cycles for each operation in AES 128bit implementation.

MicroBlaze implementation requirement in Slices and Maximum operational Clock are:
Total number of Slices: 1,305 out of 1,920 (which is equal to = 67% for Spartan III - XC3S200)
Maximum Frequency: 1 / 15.839ns = 63135298Hz ~ 63MHz
The above information was extracted from files: ‘system_map.mrp’ and ‘system.par’ in the‘implementation’ folder of the main project directory. It is worth to mentioned that the total number of slices which is equal to 1305 does not include the numbers of slices for ‘XPS Timer/Counter’, ‘XPS UART Lite’ and ‘XPS Interrupt Controller’ IP blocks and extra 8KB SRAM. The 32bit ‘XPS Timer/Counter’ used for calculation of Clocks cycles of each function and ‘XPS UART Lite’ at 9600 baud rate was used for transmission of the calculated data to the PC. These IP blocks can be removed from the project if this becomes necessary. For informative purpose I want to mention that the number of slices used for these IP block was 1567 – 1305 = 262.
Throughput (Key Gen. + Encryption) = 128(bits) / ((3390 + 7287) * (1/63) * µsecond) = 0.755268 Mbps
Throughput (Key Gen. + Decryption) = 128(bits) / ((3390 + 19597) * (1/63) * µsecond) = 0.350806 Mbps
Efficiency (Key Gen. + Encryption) = Throughput / Slices = 755268/1305 = 0.578 Kbps/Slices
Efficiency (Key Gen. + Decryption) = 350806/1305 = 0.268 Kbps/Slices
Area x Time (Key Gen. + Encryption) = Slices * Time = 1305 * (10677 * (1/63) * µs) = 0.221 (Slice * sec)
Area x Time (Key Gen. + Decryption) = 1305 * (22987 * (1/63) * µsecond) = 0.476159 (Slice * sec)






Table 18. Total required size of memory for C code of AES with 128bit key size.
As we can see from the above table 18, for the current AES C code with 128bit key size, the smallest possible code size generated with selected optimization option ‘Optimize –O1’, requires 4982 bytes of storage memory for the whole of the C code. Comparing the final size of AES C code with MicroBlaze implementation, we can see that NXP ARM Cortex-M0 has a 25812/4982 = 5.181 smaller size. The total number of Clock cycles for each function, at all optimization options for 128bit AES, on NXP ARM Cortex-M0, is in table 19 below. Here we can see that the option ‘Optimize most –O3’ gives the smallest total Clock cycles. We have to mention that this code included the 32bit Timer0 Initialization function and also the printf function, which occupied extra memory resources.





Table 19. Total number of Clocks cycles for each operation in AES 128bit implementation for ARM Cortex-M0.
At this point I completed the NXP ARM Cortex-M0 128 bit AES implementation and calculations. Comparing to the Xilinx MicroBlaze solution with optimization option –O1, the NXP ARM Cortex-M0 with option –O3 gives code of less than three times the size with density  (25812/7764 = 3.32) and faster ‘Key generation’ routine, similar ‘Enciphering’ routine -  only the ‘Deciphering’ routine is slower.
Below is the AES implementations compared to other designs, based on Xilinx FPGA and 8051 MCU 8bit. This is not quite fair comparison, because the possible maximum frequency on PicoBlaze and hardware VHDL design are much higher. This means that the Throughput, Efficiency and the Area x Time will not be based on the same frequency clock, and so the comparison is unfair. For this reason table 21 was built in order to create a similar comparison between PicoBlaze and MicroBlaze, where maximum frequency was set to 90MHz.
	Xilinx Spartan III XC3S200  MicroBlaze 32bit	NXP ARM Cortex-M0 32bit	8051 MCU 8bit	Xilinx Spartan II XC2S15-6 PicoBlaze 8bit (Tim Good)	Xilinx Spartan III XC3S2000-5 VHDL (Tim Good)
Total Slices (Key. Gen. + Enc. + Dec.)	1305	-(Not applicable)	-(Not applicable)	119	17425
C Code size (Key Gen. + Enc. + Dec.)	25812(with -O1 option)	4982(with -O1 option)	3981	365(ASM instructions, excluding Lookup tables)	(Hardware Implementation, Not applicable)
Max. Freq.	63	50	50	90	196
Total Clock Cycles	30274(with -O1 option)	44354(with –O3 option)	71178	32431	140
Throughput (Key Gen. + Encryption)(Mbps)	0.755(based on 63MHz)	0.582(based on 50MHz)	0.175(based on 50MHz)	0.71(Mentioned as Average, based on 90MHz)	25107(based on 196MHz)
Throughput (Key Gen. + Decryption)(Mbps)	0.350(based on 63MHz)	0.176(based on 50MHz)	0.106(based on 50MHz)	0.71(Mentioned as Average, based on 90MHz)	25107(based on 196MHz)
Efficiency (Key Gen. + Encryption)(Kbps/Slices)	0.578(based on 63MHz)	-	-	1.9(based on 90MHz)	1441(based on 196MHz)
Efficiency (Key Gen. + Decryption)(Kbps/Slices)	0.268(based on 63MHz)	-	-	1.9(based on 90MHz)	1441(based on 196MHz)
Area x Time (Key Gen. + Encryption)(Slice * sec)	0.221(based on 63MHz)	-	-	0.018(based on 90MHz)	0.013(based on 196MHz)
Area x Time (Key Gen. + Decryption)(Slice * sec)	0.476(based on 63MHz)	-	-	0.025(based on 90MHz)	0.013(based on 196MHz)
Table 20. Unfair comparison of AES 128bit implementation.

In order to do the fair comparison of 128 bit AES I created the below table 21 which based on virtual 90MHz frequency clock.
	Xilinx Spartan III XC3S200  MicroBlaze 32bit	NXP ARM Cortex-M0 32bit	8051 MCU 8bit	Xilinx Spartan II XC2S15-6 PicoBlaze 8bit (Tim Good)
Total Slices (Key. Gen. + Enc. + Dec.)	1305	-(Not applicable)	-(Not applicable)	119
C Code size (Key Gen. + Enc. + Dec.)	25812(with -O1 option)	4982(with -O1 option)	3981	365(ASM instructions, excluding Lookup tables)
Virtual Max. Freq.	90	90	90	90
Total Clock Cycles	30274(with -O1 option)	44354(with –O3 option)	71178	32431
Throughput (Key Gen. + Encryption)(Mbps)	1.078	1.047	0.315	0.71(Mentioned as Average)
Throughput (Key Gen. + Decryption)(Mbps)	0.50	0.317	0.191	0.71(Mentioned as Average)
Efficiency (Key Gen. + Encryption)(Kbps/Slices)	0.826	-	-	1.9
Efficiency (Key Gen. + Decryption)(Kbps/Slices)	0.384	-	-	1.9
Area x Time (Key Gen. + Encryption)(Slice * sec)	0.154	-	-	0.018
Area x Time (Key Gen. + Decryption)(Slice * sec)	0.333	-	-	0.025
Table 21. Fair comparison of 128bit AES implementation.

I.2 Implementation of ECC t-adic NAF key generation algorithm
	Reliable wireless communication must include a secure link between nodes. The traditional method to achieve this is to use symmetric cryptography where both sides of a transceiver use the same key. The issue in this approach is that both sides must know the secret key up front. In order to solve that issue and negotiate the secret key, an asymmetric cryptography can be applied. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is more efficient than public key schemes such as RSA due to its superior security strength per bit [1]. 
The EC defined over GF() represented by equation (13) is called a non-supersingular Weierstrass equation:
   (13)
where a, b  GF() and b  0.
In ECC the main operation is the scalar point multiplication:
Q = k P   (14)
where P, Q  E and k is an integer. The value k represents the private key and Q the public key. This point scalar multiplication in equation (14) can be computed by repeated doubling and addition with the average calculation of ((m/2) point addition + m point doubling). In ECC over the GF() two classes are defined: binary curves and Koblitz curves. Both curves are recommended for prime numbers m = 113, 131, 163, 233, 283, 409, 571 etc, in order to avoid the cryptanalysis attack named “Weil decent attack” [2].
The ECC hierarchical model is depicted in figure 69 below. Its performance heavily depends on the efficiency of the three lowest layers. The overall plan was to build the framework in ‘C code’ then to create hardware software co-design on FPGA in order to provide better performance than TinyECC, TinyECCK and others work [8], [9], [10]. This ECC solution on FPGA will open new possibilities for further optimization, where time critical functions of the three lowest layers may be implemented as hardware blocks based on VHDL code instead of software ‘C code’.
As was mentioned before, the main focus of my research is wireless and wired intelligent implementations for patient with chronic diseases. For this reason this project was limited to key generation based on the Koblitz curve which will be explained in the paragraphs below.

Figure 69. ECC hierarchical model.
The Koblitz curve is the special equation of the Weierstrass non-supersingular form defined by, where its parameter  is equal to 1 and . The main advantage of Koblitz curves is that their special form allows the doubling operation in scalar multiplication to be replaced by the so-called Frobenius mapping of the point P in equation (14), namely .  For a point P = (x,y)  Koblitz curve , then  also belongs to the same curve. The Frobenius map can be effectively computed through the field squaring operation of the coordinates of a point, which is relatively inexpensive over GF().
In order to be able to apply properties of the Koblitz curve, the integer k in equation (14) has to be represented in τ-adic non-adjacent form (τNAF).
      (15)
where  is an integer ; for i=0,1,2,…,(n-1) with  and the sum of the absolute values of two consecutive  is less or equal to 1 and n is the τNAF length. The average density of non-zero elements in the τNAF is n/3. On average, this calculation requires ((n/3)(point additions) + nτ(mapping(field squaring))) to be performed.
In [3] Solinas suggests an algorithm for generating τNAF by repeatedly dividing k by τ and the remainder is the digit in equation (15), which is similar to the approach introduced in [4]. However, the result of Solinas’ algorithm creates the key with approximately double the size of the input key length, this in average doubles the calculation time compared to the time mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph. This mentioned above time required ((m/2) point addition + m point doubling). To bypass this problem he further proposed an additional algorithm which was used for reduction of the generated key, to the size approximately equal to the input key length. Another method introduced in [5] simplifies the second algorithm of Solinas to two separate algorithms B and C. All three algorithms A, B and C are presented below:

Algorithm A: Generation of τNAF from binary key

 
Algorithm B: Reduction of the key to original size

Algorithm C: Regeneration of the key to τNAF with reuse of algorithm A for calculation of 

The developed program t-adicNAF.exe is a command line tool which has an external GUI as is depicted below in figure 70. This tool is responsible for reading and writing data in text files and also for checking that the data, read in that input file, has a suitable binary key. Then it executes 3 algorithms which are:	
I) generates the τ-adic NAF key but increase the length size,	
II) makes the reduction of that length key but loses it τ-adic NAF form, and	
III) finally recreates the length of the key size to the original binary key length size and brings the key stream back to τ-adic NAF form.
This tool is used for the generation of the τ-adic NAF key. The sample calculation number for generation of τNAF was confirmed with reference in [6], which used the number 9 equivalent to 1001 in binary and has its τ-adic NAF equal to {1,0,-1,0,0,1}. (In the literature I didn’t find another sample with concrete numbers).

Figure 70. The GUI interface of the t-adic NAF key generator tool.

When the program reads the binary key from the text file it accepts only continuous binary streams of data, so only 0 and 1 are allowed.  If any other digit or character is read, the tool will stop immediately, informing the user where the first wrong data was detected. To execute the tool you will need to specify two parameters: The first is the ‘a’ which is the curve parameter and may have values of 0 or 1 for Koblitz curves, and the second parameter is the text file name containing your binary key. After completion of all algorithms, the τ-adic NAF key will be appended to another text file called key-out.txt. The generated key, as proposed in [1], can be used in two separated memory banks of a device such as MCU, FPGA, DSP, PC or etc, where the one of it represents 0 and 1, and the other represents with 1 the -1.
To my knowledge there is no similar freeware or commercial software available which allows the evaluation of the performance and the generation of a τ-adic NAF key. The source code is based only on the standard C library. I developed it from scratch in order to easily port it to microcontroller (MCU) and keep the size of the code to the minimum possible. Below I will try to explain in some detail the 3 algorithms which were implemented in C code and which were then compiled using “Pelles C” [11], a highly optimized C compiler.
In the first step it generates τ-NAF from a positive integer number, where buffers/arrays were used and where each bit was declared as an integer, because in the final step the regeneration will possibly create numbers of (-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3). During manipulations of these buffers, I also control the sign of each buffer after the addition, subtraction, division or multiplication, where a dedicated variable was specified. All subtraction and addition was similar to the binary methods, where for subtraction firstly inversion of the bits applied and then addition of 1 to the LSB bit was done, and finally regular addition applied. For multiplication by 2 shifting of the data in the array to the left was used, and for dividing shifts of the data to the right was used with keeping the sign, and assigning it also to the MSB bit. For the mod4 operation only the two least significant bits were used in order to detect the remainder.
In the second algorithm, just simple addition was done in which the buffer of ℓ bits was reduced to m bits, where ℓ≥2m, with simple addition of according parts to each other. Because of these additions, the generated key lost it τ-adic NAF, but at least was transformed to the proper size length. To regenerate the key from that non τ-adic NAF mode to τ-adic NAF, the last step three was applied.
In the third step I worked with integers for all 5 operations of addition, subtraction, division, multiplication and mod4, which were used in a way similar to as in the first algorithm, but this time the algorithm operated directly on integer numbers and not as a binary. In practice the reuse of algorithm 1 was not used in above Algorithm 3.  Instead modified Algorithm 1 was designed, in which real numbers were used as an alternative to binary in the calculation. Finally this function returns the overflowed number, in order to stop above Algorithm 3, when the i will rich the value of j, as . Attention also should be made to the mod4 operation, because of the nature of negative numbers, where the result keeps its sign. For this issue addition of +4 to result was applied, if mod4 operation had negative number. By the end of mod4 it stored the {0 or 1 or -1} to the LSB bit, increasing in the next loop the index by 1, for the newest LSB bit. This allowed to make a correct addition for the function: , which in each loop excludes the low significant bit from it and regenerates the proper τ-adic NAF key. Finally a loop was used for both steps one and two, to the point where length of τ-adic NAF key reaches size equal to that of the input binary key size from the input txt file. 
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“Flexible & Low Cost Embedded Platform for Remote Web Monitoring & Control of Camera, Sensors & Actuators”
II.1 Introduction
	With the explosion of communications technologies and development towards smart living and smart environments, remote monitoring and control technologies have become more and more important. There are many types of solutions from very simple to extremely complex. For instance in large scale industrial infrastructure such as airports very complex systems are used; such solutions tend to be expensive and specialized. From the other side there are requirements for low cost control and monitoring solutions, which need to be very simple with basic functionality such as wireless nodes for environmental monitoring etc. However, there are a lot of applications in the middle of the range, where both low cost and essential system functionality are necessary, for which neither of the above two solution-types are a good fit.  For example, take the case of smart homes or offices where a user (client) who is absent from the environment (server side) would like to observe the condition of the place, for instance to see his or her children, through installed camera [1], but also to check the sensors values and to have the possibility to control some actuators remotely.
This implementation focuses on the mentioned applications types and proposes a new methodology for remote control and monitoring, where the low cost is achieved through implementation of the application layer on an off-the-shelf MCU. Sensors and actuators can be of a wide range of different types, while the communication and exchange of data is based on the reliability of the TCP/IP through the wired Ethernet infrastructure. The key drivers are flexibility, low cost and low maintenance. A prototype system utilizes suitable hardware and software in order to meet the trends in connectivity and cloud computing by using a flexible and low cost ‘mbed’ embedded platform [6].
IP networking is a well known standard for the Client - Server approach, which was developed on the ‘mbed’ development kit, providing a low cost remote control and monitoring system. This implementation required the Client to have just a standard Web Browser and did not need any additional pre-installed application on that device.

II.2 The flexible platform
In figure 71 below I want to present the hardware of the prototype device which consists of 32bit ARM Cortex-M3 MCU with Flash memory of 512KB and 64KB RAM with pre-built peripherals such as multiple UART, I2C, SPI, ADC, PWM, USB and MAC for the Ethernet connectivity. The external components which connect to that MCU are: a JPEG Camera with serial interface, MicroSD card with 2GB capacity for JPEG Images storage, some sensors such as temperature and PIR, a few actuator LEDs, optional GSM modem and finally, Ethernet jack.

Figure 71. Hardware block diagram.

The software development was split into two projects: the C++ for the embedded MCU code and the Java for the client Web Browser application. Both of them have one common part which is bidirectional TCP/IP socket communication. This link is needed in order to exchange data between the flexible mbed platform and the graphical user interface (GUI) which runs as a Java Applet. It is worth mentioning that even though the MCU utilizes the open source ‘LwIP’ TCP/IP stack and the communication between PC or mobile phone which loads the Java applet is probably based on the different TCP/IP stack, the exchange of data between these two different stacks was successful.

II.3 Comparison with existing solutions
	I want to describe different approaches and implementation details that I discovered in papers I researched. First of all none, of the designs were created an all-in-one embedded solution with Web Server and IP camera and all the extra features and flexibilities which my solution offers. In [2] the Web Server functions were executed on the PC side, the solution used a commercial VIVOTEK camera with PLC design and the control application was located on the PC using the “LabView” framework. It is obvious that this implementation has high cost because of the requirements for PC, commercial IP camera and LabView software, but another very important factor is that the total power consumption for all these units is much higher compared to the embedded implementation with MCU. The solution presented in [3] was based on a commercial IP camera where frames captured every 15 minutes were used for the detection of autumn coloration. The 2GB of MicroSD card storage provided in my design makes my solution an appropriate option for the project requirements in paper [3]. Similarly my design may used to address the project requirements in paper [4], where again an IP camera was used in order to detect pollution in the air. In [5] real-time video streaming with 25 frames/sec (fps) was required for underwater observation, which obviously has high cost.  That project utilized the commercial IP Video Server which is based on the Linux OS. The resolution which was used was 320x240 and the resulting measured fps was in the region of 14 to 19. It is worth mentioning that my low cost design is theoretically capable of getting 8 fps with 320x240 resolutions as well. Finally I have to report that no comparison was made with high-end and very expensive devices for instance a specialized ASIC, DSP or custom FPGA, since in these cases the implementation of the hardware was designed to achieve real-time video streaming performance. As was stated above, the main focus of this implementation was flexibility, low cost and simultaneous support of a variety of sensors and actuators.

II.4 Selection of TCP/IP instead of UDP
	The disadvantages in the use of UDP, which is popular due to its simplicity, are data integrity and ordering. It is mainly used in applications where data loss and the receipt of the datagram out of order are acceptable. In my implementation where I used a JPEG camera, the UDP is not suitable because each compressed image file must be received in order by the Java applet which runs on the client Web Browser. Obviously if the compressed image data was able to fit in one datagram, then the usage of UDP will be possible, but in my case the JPEG image size for 320x240 resolution generally exceeded 30KB. In order for the Java runtime library to be able to reconstruct the received packets into one JPEG image file, the order of transmitted and received packets must follow sequential order and the packets must be delivered without any loss and corruption. The final factor for selection of TCP/IP was the possibility to add the extra layer of AES data protection in the future.


II.5 Implementation of HTTP Web Server and TCP/IP socket flow
		Figure 72 illustrates the Client – Server approach in this implementation. When the client requests the HTML page which is stored in the internal 2MB FAT disk of the mbed through the Web Browser, the HTTP Web Server listening on port 80 returns the requested HTML file with all associated files (which includes the Java applet file, images etc) to the client.

Figure 72. From the left is HTTP Web Server and TCP/IP socket communication flow, from the right the 3 images present the device inside/outside as Web interface as well.

After receiving the requested files, the Java applet starts running and asks the user to type a username and password. The password check takes place through port 10001 where a TCP/IP socket is established. Next the applet waits for the next process which will allow access to GUI interface for monitoring and control, or the denial of further access. Following successful authentication, bidirectional communication starts. The external peripherals which are connected to MCU through their corresponding communication buses deliver their data or wait for commands control. The C++ application manages all the tasks through a few interrupts and runs the other parts using a simple polling approach. This approach simplified the application since no RTOS requirement was necessary, because all operations were executed in defined time windows and any interrupt was based on pre-determined priorities.

II.6 The Java Applet application
	The Java Applet was built and developed on freeware JDK 6 Oracle software. The compilation of the source code was executed on the command line and then compressed from “class” to “jar” extension using the second command shown in table 22 below.
javac jcam.javajar cfm jcam.jar manifest.mf jcam.class
Table 22. Command lines for Java Applet build and compress process.




Table 23. Java API command for image reconstruction.
The ImgData parameter in the above table 23 is a buffer of JPEG image and ImgSize is the length of that buffer in bytes. A basic protection was implemented in my Java applet application which protects against the loss of packets in TCP/IP communication through the socket. This mean that if the received image data were less or more than required, the buffer was cleared and a new request for the JPEG file was initiated. It is worth mentioning that many DVR systems which offer internet camera monitoring provide low resolution with black and white colours on the client web browser. In this implementation I managed and create support for 320x240 resolutions with full colour support as well.

II.7 The C/C++ application on the mbed ARM Cortex-M3 MCU
The firmware for the ARM Cortex-M3 MCU on the mbed was developed with C/C++ language and includes the open source LwIP TCP/IP stack. This Ethernet communication was created in order to provide the HTTP Web Server and the bidirectional link through sockets. The source code was developed and compiled on the online C/C++ “Could” compiler. The flexibility which the mbed architecture provides allows rapid modification of personal requirements. As an example, products on the market generally do not provide any custom change in the device, while in my proposed solution the addition or removal of software and hardware parts is reasonably easy and fast.
By completion of the HTTP Web Browser functionality through the LwIP stack I move to creation of libraries for peripherals units. The JPEG camera module which I used does not require any additional components; it is a very simple all-in-one solution. This device includes a JPEG encoder and eliminates any additional image processing. The data which is provided through the UART interface already includes the required JPEG header, which means that we can save the image as a standard JPEG file. Through the UART interface we can control and setup: baud rate, image resolution, color, package size and some other parameters. The library for this camera was built in pure C state machine and the created API functions provided almost all required operations for it. It was connected to the UART port and set to 115200 baud rate and not the maximum 921600, which was not currently required. The packet size of capturing was set to 512 bytes. The SE-10 PIR motion sensor was monitoring through the ADC on pin20, if any activity triggered the sensor, the output generates a logical high value. The system was built in order to capture any activity which the PIR sensor detected and to store the corresponding JPEG image from the camera onto the 2GB MicroSD memory card. A temperature sensor was also added to the system with 0.0625C resolution and accuracy of 0.5C. That sensor was controlled through I2C bus. A standard RGB full color LED was used as an actuator. Instead of these three pins, the user can connect to other desired actuators or even use the other available pins on the mbed for that purpose. The Java Applet was created with three large buttons for custom change of the color state on the mentioned LED.
The final executable binary size of the built firmware including all the libraries, TCP/IP stack and HTTP web server was just 113KB, as is shown below in figure 73. This code size is less than ¼ of total available 512KB Flash memory, which means that the platform provides a large amount of free space for any future software additions.

Figure 73. The Flash and RAM memory requirements for C/C++ firmware.

II.8 JPEG camera and it management
	In this chapter it is important to mention the operation of the uCAM camera module. The camera has a command for image capture in which the module saves the compressed JPEG image on internal RAM memory after each request. In order to receive the whole image, the uCAM module sends it out to MCU one package at a time after proper acknowledgement. Imagine that the whole captured compressed JPEG image is stored in RAM as continuous raw data. This raw data is finally split into packets which are sent out one after another. The received packet on the MCU redirects to the Java Applet through the opened socket link, but if the settings are setup appropriately, also saves it to the 2GB MicroSD card. In order for the MCU to know how many bytes to expect for the captured JPEG image, the uCAM module first sends the information on the total size of the raw data, which is available in internal RAM for the compressed JPEG image. In this way the MCU informs the Java Applet in advance of the image size to expect. There is a waiting period when the uCAM module prepares the next pack of data, during which the MCU performs a very important operation which is the redirection of received packet to the Java Applet. Two main advantages of this are:
	Small amount of RAM requirement for JPEG image transmission to the Ethernet
	Send image in parts and not all in one go, which decreases the total data transmission

It is important to mention that the MCU has only 64KB RAM, of which large amounts are used by ‘LwIP’ stack and TCP/IP socket communication. This means that sometimes it is not possible to allocate memory of approximately 20KB; the amount for the whole JPEG Image at a resolution of 320x240, in the available RAM of mbed MCU may even exceed this size requirement. Last but not least it is also worth mentioning that the Java applet generally operates more effectively with small amounts of data in the corresponding socket buffers.

II.9 Conclusion
	This project was devised in order to provide flexibility in patient observation at a distance by clinicians and was later on extended to support additional features such as multiple sensors and actuators. The platform turned out to be so flexible that an extra application was developed as is shown in figure 74 below. That additional application allows the sending of any SMS messages to any mobile number through connected GSM modem, which was attached to one of the available UART ports. The user just has to type the corresponding URL in the Web Browser in order to load the jsms.class Java Applet through the sms.htm file request. A basic authentication process was also implemented for this application which requires a proper username and password from the user.

Figure 74. Screenshot of jsms.class Java Applet which allow to user to send a custom SMS message.

	Finally the mbed platform demonstrated that the software TCP/IP stack of LwIP was quite acceptable compared to the hardwired TCP/IP stack of WIZnet MCU. It is also offers wide support of different peripherals and large amount of FLASH memory for custom applications. Furthermore the mbed MCU which is based on 32bit ARM Cortex-M3 MCU with 96MHz clock allows the execution of advanced mathematical algorithms. This potential feature allows the development of a cryptographic framework for more secure remote monitoring and control.
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“The hacking of CareSens N glucometer protocol”
	The “CareSens N” glucometer was developed by i-Sens Company which also provides the “PC care” Windows application. This software was used in parallel with developed “Serial port Simulator” which sniff and spoof the original device. The source code of that hacking software was written in Python language and presented in the below table 24. The below figure 75 is present the pin-out of the jack for that glucometer. This device operates at 9600 bps, 8, None, 1 settings for serial communication.

Figure 75. “CareSens N” glucometer connector jack description.

import serial				# Need for use Serial Port
import string
import time				# Need for time()
import binascii			# Need to convert HEX data to printed ASCII characters

# Open COM7 with Baud Rate: 9600 and with interval of 0.1 seconds reading time
MySerial = serial.Serial(port='COM7', baudrate=9600, bytesize=8, parity='N', stopbits=1, timeout=0.1)

# Create Serial*.txt file with string representing the date
MyFile = open("Serial " + time.ctime().replace(":", "-") + ".txt", 'w')
















print "CareSens N glucose meter Simulator v1.0 with data logging to txt file."
print "It responds to PC care v1.0.1 application requests command with defined data."





	MyLine = MySerial.readline()	# Read line which is terminated with end-of-line character (\n by default) or until timeout
	MyText = binascii.b2a_hex(MyLine)	# Convert binary HEX data to ASCII characters
	print MyText				# Print on command line the received HEX data
	if (len(MyLine) == 1):
		if (MyLine[0] == chr(0x80)):	# If line is not empty then do below
			MyFile.write('\n' + MyText)	# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the read line of received data
			MySerial.write(MyAlive)	# Send data to Serial Port
			MyFile.write('\n' + MyAliveText)		# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the sent line
	elif (len(MyLine) >= 7):
		if ((MyLine[0] == chr(0x8b)) and (MyLine[1] == chr(0x11))):
			MyFile.write('\n' + MyText)			# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the read line of received data
			MySerial.write(MySerialNumber)		# Send data to Serial Port
			MyFile.write('\n' + MySerialNumberText)	# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the sent line
		elif ((MyLine[0] == chr(0x8b)) and (MyLine[1] == chr(0x1e))):
			MyCounter += 1				# Increase counter by 1
			if MyCounter > 35:
				MyFile.write('\n' + MyText)		# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the read line of received data
				MySerial.write(MyReadingEnd)	# Send data to Serial Port
				MyFile.write('\n' + MyReadingEndText)	# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the sent line
				break					# Break the while loop if reading were sent more that 35 to PC care software.
			else:
				MyFile.write('\n' + MyText)		# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the read line of received data
				MySerial.write(MyReading)		# Send data to Serial Port
				MyFile.write('\n' + MyReadingText)	# Write to the output (Serial*.txt) log file the sent line
		else:
			print "Attention!!! Simulator received unknown command request."
	else:
		print "Attention!!! readline() receive to Serial buffer uncomplete command request."
MySerial.close
MyFile.close
Table 24. Serial Port Simulator of “CareSens N” glucometer device protocol in Python language.

The detection process of serial number and how it is described for “CareSens N” glucose meter is presented in below table 25 and figure 76 in the next page.
1) Open “Virtual Serial Port Emulator” software. It can be downloaded from www.eterlogic.com (​http:​/​​/​www.eterlogic.com​)2) Create Pair, which will allocate and create 2 virtual Serial Ports.3) Press Start Emulation on the program, by pressing green arrow.4) Open any HyperTerminal software (I used Terminal 1.9b by Bray available at https://sites.google.com/site/terminalbpp/ (​https:​/​​/​sites.google.com​/​site​/​terminalbpp​/​​) ) and formed connection with 1 of the created Virtual Serial Ports at 9600, N, 8, 1.5) Open the PC care v1.0.1 software program. It will send 0x80 HEX value to the other available Virtual Serial Port.6) Go back to your Terminal program and send responds 0x80 0x10 0x207) Then the “PC care” program will receive it and will respond with 0x8B 0x11 0x20 0x13 0x24 0x10 0x288) Now you can send the respond to the “Pc care” software with your 24 bytes value (using your Terminal program) and try to see from the PC care a respond.
Table 25. The step by step process for detection of serial number for “CareSens N” glucometer.
The below figure 77 is showing the description of the respond to the sent command, which include the full time and saved record value. The 24 received bytes separated with 0x8b every third byte. The real data from the 24 bytes are just 16 bytes. Bytes 2 and 3 show a Year, where actually real value of the year is the last 4 bits of each byte. For year 2010 is indicated by 0x0a which in decimal equals to 10. If we will reach the number 0x0f it will be 2016 year, for 2017 year the byte 2 from value 0x10 will changed to 0x11 by increasing that value by one. Bytes 5 and 6 are indicates a Month, where from 0x10 and 0x2a we need only 0x0a byte from which the last 4 bits indicate the number a = 10, 9 = 9, so just need to convert it from hexadecimal to decimal. Bytes 8 and 9 are indicates a Day, similar with the above we need the last 4 bits of each byte. Bytes from 11 to 24, with separation of 0x8b byte, are the Time and Value for the glucose meter. The actual 6 bytes for Time are indicates that through bytes: 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, and 18. Bytes 20, 21, 23 and 24 indicate the value of the glucose record.

Figure 76. “CareSens N” glucometer Serial Number description.

Figure 77. “CareSens N” glucometer command responds with date and value.

Below table 26 is present the log of the communication with “CareSens N” glucometer device. For the CareSens N glucometer the commands for reading are presented below.
First time need to send 3 times the same pattern of:	0x8B 0x1E 0x22 0x10 0x20 0x10 0x28
Then send one time:					0x8B 0x1E 0x22 0x10 0x28 0x10 0x28
Then if reading exists send the next:			0x8b 0x1E 0x22 0x11 0x20 0x10 0x28
Then send with one byte difference:			0x8B 0x1E 0x22 0x11 0x28 0x10 0x28
If reading still exists we send increased:		0x8B 0x1E 0x22 0x12 0x20 0x10 0x28
As we can see in the above pattern the bytes 4 and 5 are changes continually in each request.






Request for meter serial number:
8B 11 20 13 24 10 28
Answer:
8b 1b 28 8b 11 21 8b 11 21 8b 10 20 8b 10 23 8b 10 20 8b 10 24 8b 10 20


Request for reading from meter:
8B 1E 22 10 20 10 28
Answer:
8b 10 2a 8b 10 29 8b 10 28 8b 10 28 8b 11 2f 8b 10 28 8b 16 29 8b 10 20

Request for reading from meter probably for recheck the data?:
8B 1E 22 10 20 10 28
Answer:
8b 10 2a 8b 10 29 8b 10 28 8b 10 28 8b 11 2f 8b 10 28 8b 16 29 8b 10 20

Request for reading from meter probably the 3rd time rechecks of the data?:
8B 1E 22 10 20 10 28
Answer:
8b 10 2a 8b 10 29 8b 10 28 8b 10 28 8b 11 2f 8b 10 28 8b 16 29 8b 10 20


Request to meter any more data:
8b 1e 22 10 28 10 28
Answer:
8b 10 2a 8b 10 21 8b 10 26 8b 10 27 8b 12 23 8b 10 28 8b 16 22 8b 10 20


Request for continue reading from meter:
8b 1e 22 11 20 10 28
Answer:
8b 10 2a 8b 10 21 8b 10 26 8b 10 27 8b 12 28 8b 12 2f 8b 15 27 8b 10 20


Request to meter any more data:
8b 1e 22 11 28 10 28
Answer:
8b 10 2a 8b 10 2a 8b 10 21 8b 11 26 8b 11 2e 8b 13 25 8b 18 2d 8b 10 20


Request to meter any more data:
8b 1e 22 12 20 10 28
Answer:
8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f 8b 1f 2f




















“The WithCare+ communication protocol through RFCOMM”
1.	In mobile phone application press “START” button in order to send request through RFCOMM link (socket connection) with next data: “START + CR+LF” (without quotes) and wait up to 3 minutes for the SMS Message data to arrive, if not any SMS received then close connection. The CR is (0x0D) and LF is (0x0A) hexadecimal bytes.
1.	Data Message which comes from WithCare+ front-end unit to (Android) phone will have maximum length of 150 characters and split into three main parts: the header, body and suffix as it show the below figure 78.

Figure 78. The format of the Data message which sending the WithCare+ front-end unit to mobile app.

The below table 27 represent the requirement of bytes for each part of the above mentioned message.
Phone No	,	Text Body	,	Command	CR+LF
17	1	Var <= 128	1	1	2
Table 27. Representation of size in bytes for each part of the message.
Phone No:  MOB + Phone Number, there are 17 characters of the phone number normally
Text Body: without records can have length up to 38 bytes and with 15 records (90 bytes additional) may have total size of 128 bytes
Command: abbreviated character W or F which explained in the below table 28.
W	F
Wait (for next Message from WithCare+)	Finish (last Data Message)
Table 28. The description of suffix command which can be a “W” or a “F” character.
W: (Bluetooth socket is open and waiting up to 3 minutes for more data)  
F: (Finish command received then close Bluetooth socket, but first send OK + CR + LF to WithCare+)
CR+LF: Suffix of the SMS message
Example of the Data Message which used through the Terminal 1.9b freeware software. The $ symbol in front of two characters means that these two characters represent a HEX value of just a single byte:
MOB00447895621148,AB007//G/OneTUE/XJRA6E9AR/03[$4b$b1$21$82$00$71$4c$d0$20$74$00$66$4c$d1$94$97$00$79],F$0d$0a
In above example we send 3 records from “One Touch UltraEasy” glucose meter with it S/N: XJRA6E9AR and with WithCare+ ID: AB007
Send pairs of readings Time (4bytes) + values (2 bytes) H-L format = 6 bytes for one record, in our case inside of square brackets [] we have 18 bytes = 6 bytes x 3 records.
1.	Store the SMS Message into ArrayList and analyze it, then send to WithCare+ device.
OK + CR+LF (4 bytes)	ERROR + CR+LF (7 bytes)
If the data is correct	If the data is wrong

OK + CR+LF: WithCare+ device knows the data is correct;
ERROR + CR+LF: The data received by Android phone is wrong and WithCare+ device will try to send the SMS Data Message just one more time again.














uint32 last_sent_time = Read from PSStore the Saved Last Time value;

if (all 500 records are used then read the oldest record first)
{
      const int16 Magic_Table[8] = {250, 125, 62, 32, 16, 8, 4, 1};
	int16 last_record = 500, i = 0;
while(1)
{
       last_record_time = Read data from last_record memory address of glucometer
       if (last_record_time >= last_sent_time)
       {
             if ((last_record_time == last_sent_time) || (last_record == 500))
                         break;	// Read all records from the last_record position
	else
	       last_record = last_record + Magic_Table[i];
       }
       else
	             last_record = last_record - Magic_Table[i];
      if (i < 7) i++;
}
}
Table 5. The proposed new intelligent algorithm for optimizing the energy efficiency.

// The Handler that receives information back from the BluetoothService
private final Handler btHandler = new Handler() {
   @Override
   public void handleMessage(Message msg) {
      switch (msg.what) {
        case MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE:
           switch (msg.arg1) {
             // Initial state, so now make or listen to RFCOMM connection
             case BluetoothService.STATE_NONE:
  if (bt_Service != null) {
                // Only if the state is STATE_NONE, do we know that we haven't started already
                if (bt_Service.getState() == BluetoothService.STATE_NONE) {
                  if (bt_modeConnection)
                     bt_Service.start();	// Start the Bluetooth services for listen RFCOMM
	      else {
                     // Get a set of currently Paired devices
                     Set<BluetoothDevice> pairedDevices = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter().getBondedDevices();
                   // If there are Paired devices check then if WithCare+ is exist on it and then connect to it
                     if (pairedDevices.size() > 0) {
                        for (BluetoothDevice device : pairedDevices) {
                           if (device.getName().equals(getString(R.string.app_name))) {
                              // Make secure RFCOMM connection and connect to WithCare+ device
                              bt_Service.connect(device, bt_modeSecurity);
                              break;
                           }
                        }
                     }
                  }
               }
           }
           break;
           case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED:
             Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Bluetooth Communication Established!\nPlease Wait!", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
             if (bt_Service.getState()== BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED)
             // After 5sec connection send START + CR+LF command.
                btHandler.sendEmptyMessageDelayed(MESSAGE_BT_SEND_START, (long)(5000));
                break;
           case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTING:
             Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Wait for connection to remote device!", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
              break;
           case BluetoothService.STATE_LISTEN:
             Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Bluetooth preparing to listen RFCOMM socket!", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
              break;
           default:
             break;
       }
       break;
       case MESSAGE_WRITE: {
         byte[] bt_writeBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj;
         Log.d(debugTag, new String(bt_writeBuf));
       }
       break;
       case MESSAGE_READ: {
         byte[] bt_readBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj;
         Log.d(debugTag, new String(bt_readBuf));
         if ((bt_data_buffer_pointer + bt_readBuf.length) < bt_data_buffer.length) {
            // Add extra received data to the main Bluetooth buffer
	System.arraycopy(bt_readBuf, 0, bt_data_buffer, bt_data_buffer_pointer, bt_readBuf.length);
	bt_data_buffer_pointer += bt_readBuf.length;	// The pointer now is increased by bt_readBuf.length
          }
          else {
            bt_data_buffer_pointer = 0;		// Buffer overflow. Clear the buffer pointer
            bt_Service.write(bt_respond_error);	// Send ERROR + CR + LF to Bluetooth WithCare+ device
	Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Attention!\nBluetooth buffer overflow!\nWrong data received!", Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show();
            btHandler.sendEmptyMessageDelayed(MESSAGE_FINISH_FAIL, (long)(3000));
            break;
          }
        // Now detect what is in this received buffer byte array which sent to Android app the WithCare+
          if ((bt_data_buffer_pointer > 23) && (bt_data_buffer[17] == 0x2C) && (bt_data_buffer[bt_data_buffer_pointer - 4] == 0x2C) && (bt_data_buffer[bt_data_buffer_pointer - 2] == 0x0D) && (bt_data_buffer[bt_data_buffer_pointer - 1] == 0x0A)) {
            // Copy from main Bluetooth buffer the data to temporary buffer
            byte[] readBuf = new byte[bt_data_buffer_pointer];
            System.arraycopy(bt_data_buffer, 0, readBuf, 0, readBuf.length);
// Now check if we get message NODATA from WithCare+, so we can shutdown the app in 5 seconds.
            if ((readBuf[18] == (byte)'N') && (readBuf[19] == (byte)'O') && (readBuf[20] == (byte)'D') && (readBuf[21] == (byte)'A') && (readBuf[22] == (byte)'T') && (readBuf[23] == (byte)'A')) {
               // Send OK + CR + LF to Bluetooth WithCare+ device in order to let it shutdown as well
               bt_Service.write(bt_respond_ok);
               btHandler.sendEmptyMessageDelayed(MESSAGE_FINISH_OK, (long)(1000));
               Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "OK!\nNo new data available in WithCare+!\nThis application will close automatically in 5 seconds!", Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show();
            }
            else {
              byte[]	phoneNumber= new byte[14]; // Total digits for phone number of the WithCare+ Server
              byte[]	dataSms	= new byte[readBuf.length - 22];	// According to protocol -22 because want to have data buffer for SMS only
              smsCommand= (byte)readBuf[readBuf.length - 3];	// SMS Command for Wait or Finish
	// Copy destination SMS phone number starting from byte 4
            for (int i = 0; i < 14; i++)
              phoneNumber[i] = (byte)readBuf[i + 3];
            // Copy data of SMS message body starting from byte 19
            for (int j = 0; j < readBuf.length - 22; j++)
              dataSms[j] = (byte)readBuf[j + 18];
            // Send SMS in PDU (data) mode to WithCare+ Web Server, and wait for Android OS RESULT
            submitSMS(phoneNumber, dataSms, false);
          }
          bt_data_buffer_pointer	= 0;		// Clear the pointer to prepare it for next message
        }
      }
      break;
      case MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME:
      // Show the connecting device's name
      Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Bluetooth is Connecting to " + msg.getData().getString(DEVICE_NAME), Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
       break;
       case MESSAGE_TOAST:
         // Show Toast from connectionERROR() or connectionOK()
         Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), msg.getData().getString(TOAST), Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
         break;
       case MESSAGE_FINISH_OK:
         btHandler.sendEmptyMessageDelayed(MESSAGE_CLOSE, (long)(5000));
         final_sound_success.start();		// Play final speech of success
         break;
       case MESSAGE_FINISH_FAIL:
          Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Attention!!!\nThis application will close automatically in 5 seconds!", Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show();
          btHandler.sendEmptyMessageDelayed(MESSAGE_CLOSE, (long)(5000));
          final_sound_fail.start();		// Play final speech of fail
          break;
        case MESSAGE_CLOSE:
           flag_auto_shutdown = true;
           btHandler.removeCallbacksAndMessages(null);
           stopSelf();			// For Service class, this is same as a finish()
        case MESSAGE_BT_SEND_START: {
          // Send START data to WithCare+, in order to start the data exchange
          bt_Service.write(bt_send_start);
      }
      break;
      default: break;
    }
  }
};
Table 7. The full source code of the event Handler method in the BluetoothManagement.java file.

private byte[] bt_Respond_OK = {(byte)'O', (byte)'K', (byte)0x0D, (byte)0x0A};

private void sendSMS(final String no, final byte[] dataSMS) {
   try {
      new Thread() {
              public void run() {
                  MessageConnection conn = null;
                  try {
                     conn = (MessageConnection) Connector.open("sms://" + no);
                     BinaryMessage data = (BinaryMessage) conn.newMessage(MessageConnection.BINARY_MESSAGE);
                     data.setAddress("sms://" + no);
                     data.setPayloadData(dataSMS);
                     conn.send(data);
                     try {
                        switch(_smsCommand) {
                           case (byte)'F':
                              _spp_Thread.writeData(bt_Respond_OK, 0, bt_Respond_OK.length);
                              _alert = new Alert("Success!", "Congratulation!\n All records submitted Successfully!", null, AlertType.INFO);
                              _alert.setTimeout(Alert.FOREVER);
                              _display.setCurrent(_alert);
                              break;
                           case (byte)'W':
                              _spp_Thread.writeData(bt_Respond_OK, 0, bt_Respond_OK.length);
                              break;
                           default: break;
                        }
                     } catch (Exception e) {
                        withcare_fail();
                     }
                  } 
                  catch (Exception e) {
                     withcare_fail();
                  } 
                  finally {
                     try {
                        conn.close();
                        conn = null;
                     } catch (IOException e){}
                  }
             }
      }.start();
  } catch (Exception e) {




public void withcare_fail() {
   _alert = new Alert("Error!", "Communication Failed!\n Please try again later.", null, AlertType.INFO);
   _alert.setTimeout(Alert.FOREVER);
   _display.setCurrent(_alert);
}
Table 8. The full source code of the SMS Thread in Java app of Blackberry and J2ME application. 

public class BB_SPP_Thread extends Thread implements BluetoothSerialPortListener {
   public void run() {
      _db = new DataBuffer();
      Arrays.fill(_receiveBuffer, (byte)0x00);
      try {
               _port = new BluetoothSerialPort("SPP Profile", BluetoothSerialPort.BAUD_115200, BluetoothSerialPort.DATA_FORMAT_PARITY_NONE | BluetoothSerialPort.DATA_FORMAT_STOP_BITS_1 | BluetoothSerialPort.DATA_FORMAT_DATA_BITS_8, BluetoothSerialPort.FLOW_CONTROL_NONE, _receiveBufferSize, _receiveBufferSize, this);
            } catch(IOException ex) {
                withcare_fail();
            }
        }
        public void deviceConnected(boolean success) {
            if (success) {
                _Button.setBackground(BackgroundFactory.createSolidBackground(Color.BLUE));
                writeData(bt_Respond_START, 0, bt_Respond_START.length);
            }
            else withcare_fail();
        }
        public void deviceDisconnected() {}
        public void dtrStateChange(boolean high) {}
        public void dataSent() {
            _dataSent = true;
            sendData();
        }
        public void dataReceived(int length) {
            int len = 0;
            try {
                if ((_BufferInSizePointer + length) < _receiveBuffer.length) {
                    if((len = _port.read(_receiveBuffer, _BufferInSizePointer, length)) != 0)
                        _BufferInSizePointer += len;
                }
                else {
                    _BufferInSizePointer = 0;
                    writeData(bt_Respond_ERROR, 0, bt_Respond_ERROR.length);
                    withcare_fail();
                    return;
                }
                if ((_BufferInSizePointer > 23) && (_receiveBuffer[17] == 0x2C) && (_receiveBuffer[_BufferInSizePointer - 4] == 0x2C) && (_receiveBuffer[_BufferInSizePointer - 2] == 0x0D) && (_receiveBuffer[_BufferInSizePointer - 1] == 0x0A)) {
                    byte[] readBuf = new byte[_BufferInSizePointer];
                    System.arraycopy(_receiveBuffer, 0, readBuf, 0, readBuf.length);
                    if ((readBuf[18] == (byte)'N') && (readBuf[19] == (byte)'O') && (readBuf[20] == (byte)'D') && (readBuf[21] == (byte)'A') && (readBuf[22] == (byte)'T') && (readBuf[23] == (byte)'A')) {
                        writeData(bt_Respond_OK, 0, bt_Respond_OK.length);
                        withcare_success();
                    }
                    else {
                        byte[] phoneNumber = new byte[14];
                        byte[] dataSms = new byte[readBuf.length - 22];
                        _smsCommand = (byte)readBuf[readBuf.length - 3];
                        for (int i = 0; i < 14; i++)
                            phoneNumber[i] = (byte)readBuf[i + 3];
                        for (int j = 0; j < readBuf.length - 22; j++)
                            dataSms[j] = (byte)readBuf[j + 18];
                        sendSMS(new String(phoneNumber, "UTF-8"), new String(" ") , dataSms);
                    }
                    _BufferInSizePointer = 0;
                }
            }
            catch(IOException ioex){}
        }
        public void writeData(byte[] theData, int offset, int length) {
            synchronized(_db) {
                _db.write(theData, offset, length);
                sendData();
            }
        }
        private void sendData() {
            _BufferOutSizePointer = _db.getArrayLength();
            if (_BufferOutSizePointer > 0) {
                if (_dataSent) {
                    try {
                        _dataSent = false;
                        synchronized(_db) {
                            int actualNumBytesPlaced = _port.write(_db.getArray(), _BufferOutSizeOffSet, (_BufferOutSizePointer - _BufferOutSizeOffSet));
                            if (actualNumBytesPlaced < (_BufferOutSizePointer - _BufferOutSizeOffSet))
                                _BufferOutSizeOffSet = actualNumBytesPlaced;
                            else {
                                if (_db.getArrayLength() > _BufferOutSizePointer)
                                    _BufferOutSizeOffSet = _BufferOutSizePointer;
                                else {
                                    _db.reset();
                                    _BufferOutSizeOffSet = 0;
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    }
                    catch (IOException ioex) {
                        _dataSent = true;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        public void close() {
            if (_port != null)
                _port.close();
        }
    }
Table 9. The full source code of the Bluetooth Thread in Blackberry application.

void Timer0_Int(void) interrupt 1 
{
TA = 0xAA;	 
TA = 0x55; 
RWT = 1;		// Reset the Watchdog timer.
if((++temp0)  >= 112) {
		P0_3 = ~P0_3;	// Toggling P0_3 every 1 sec.
		temp0 = 0;
}
if (uart_timer  > 0) ++uart_timer;
if (uart_timer  >= 12) {// 12 -> ~100msec
		uart_silent = 1;
		uart_timer = 0;	// Stop until, will set in Uart Int.
}
TF0 = 0;		// Timer0 Interrupt Flag reset.
}

void UART_RX_Int(void) interrupt 4
{
if(RI) {
		if (s_buf_ov == 0) {
                       s_buf[s_write_ptr] = SBUF;	
                       // If the buffer is full then set the flag
	                        if((++s_write_ptr) >= MAX_SBUF_SIZE) s_buf_ov = 1;			
                        uart_timer = 1;// Reset, activity is continue.
           }
                       RI = 0;	// Clear Receive Interrupt flag
}
}
Table 11. Timer0 Overflow and UART RX Interrupt functions in embedded C code of the W7100A MCU.

void EthernetToSerial(SOCKET s, uint16 port, uint8 xdata *e_buf, uint16 mode) {




		if (port == 80) {	// For Port 80 of HTTP Requests
			wait_1ms(1);
			if ((e_len = getSn_RX_RSR(s)) > 0) {
				led2 = 0;
				if(e_len >= MAX_EBUF_SIZE) {
					e_len = MAX_EBUF_SIZE;
					s_len = recv(s, e_buf, (e_len - 1));// Receive Ethernet data
				}
				else	s_len = recv(s, e_buf, e_len);	// Receive Ethernet data
				e_buf[s_len] = '\0';




		else if (port == 10001) {		// For port 10001 use the Ethernet to Serial
			if((e_len = getSn_RX_RSR(s)) > 0) {	// Check Rx data
				if(e_len > MAX_EBUF_SIZE)
					e_len = MAX_EBUF_SIZE; 
				s_len = recv(s, e_buf, e_len);	// Receive Ethernet data
				for(i = 0; i < s_len; i++)
				    	putchar(*(e_buf + i));	// Transmit buffer data to Serial Port
			}
			// If flag is set this mean that Serial counter exceed the awaiting period
			if ((s_buf_ov == 1) || (uart_silent == 1)) {
				SerialToEthernet(s);// Send Serial data to Ethernet TCP port 10001. 
				uart_silent = 0;
                       }
		}
		else	// If data come from any other ports, then just clear the buffers
		{
			if((e_len = getSn_RX_RSR(s)) > 0) {	// Check Rx data
				if(e_len > MAX_EBUF_SIZE)
					e_len = MAX_EBUF_SIZE; 
				recv(s, temp_buf, e_len);	// Receive the Ethernet data
			}
			disconnect(s);			// Disconnect if it is not port 80 or 10001
		}
		break;
 	case SOCK_CLOSE_WAIT:			// If the client request to close
		disconnect(s);
 		if (port != 80) break;
	case SOCK_CLOSED:
		if (port != 80) {
			close(s);
			socket(s, Sn_MR_TCP, port, mode);
		}
		else {
			led2 = 1;			// LED2 OFF
			if (socket(s, Sn_MR_TCP, port, mode) == 1)	listen(s);
		}
		break;






Table 12. The state machine of the EthernetToSerial() function.
#include <m8c.h>        		// part specific constants and macros
#include "PSoCAPI.h"			// PSoC API definitions for all User Modules
#include <I2Cm_1.h>			// Software I2C library
















	PRT1DR |= 0b00001000;	// Turn ON the LP3985 Regulator (by put it to HIGH '1' state).
	PRT2DR &= ~0b10000000;	// Turn ON the Accelerometer P2[7] (by put the PIN to LOW '0' state).
	INT_VC = 0; 			// Clear all pending interrupts
	M8C_EnableGInt;		// Enable global interrupts
	Delay(500000);		// This ~7sec delay is good to have it, when we put it on USB port.
	I2Cm_1_Start();		// Start Initialization I2C software code
	Counter8_1_Start();		// Enable counter for TX8 clock rate divider







	TRIADC_Start(TRIADC_HIGHPOWER);	// Turn on Analog section
	TRIADC_SetResolution(13);		// Set resolution to 13bit
	TRIADC_GetSamples(0);		// Start ADC to read continuously, because we used '0'
	Delay(50000);		// Small Delay for HMC5843 and then send a I2C Settings for it. 
	// Set 3 Registers in HMC5843, by using Low Level commands
	I2Cm_1_fSendStart(HMC5843_I2C, I2Cm_1_WRITE);	// Send Continues mode to Mode Register
	I2Cm_1_fWrite(0x00);			// Set the address to 0x00
	I2Cm_1_fWrite(0b00010000);		// 10Hz mode
	I2Cm_1_fWrite(0b00100000);		// Gain at 1.0Ga, (counts/milli-gauss 1300)
	I2Cm_1_fWrite(0b00000000);		// Continues-conversion mode
	I2Cm_1_SendStop();	
// Start the reading from Accelerometer and Magnetic sensors and then send data to Serial Port
	while(1){
		while(TRIADC_fIsDataAvailable() == 0);	// Wait for data to be ready
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ[0] = TRIADC_iGetData1();	// Get Data from ADC Input1
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ[1] = TRIADC_iGetData2();	// Get Data from ADC Input2
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ[2] = TRIADC_iGetData3ClearFlag(); // Get Data from ADC Input3 and clear data ready flag  
		I2Cm_1_fSendStart(HMC5843_I2C, I2Cm_1_WRITE);// Send I2C Start condition
		I2Cm_1_fWrite(0x03);				// Set the address pointer  to 0x03
		I2Cm_1_SendStop();
		I2Cm_1_fSendStart(HMC5843_I2C, I2Cm_1_READ);
		for(i = 0; i < 5; i++){
			Sensors.Magnetic_XYZ[i] = I2Cm_1_bRead(I2Cm_1_ACKslave);// Read 5 bytes, and send ACK
		}
		Sensors.Magnetic_XYZ[5] = I2Cm_1_bRead(I2Cm_1_NAKslave);	// Read last byte and send NACK
		I2Cm_1_SendStop();
	// Prepare the buffer for BYTE values for Accelerometer which has now the values of INT
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ_Hex[0] = (BYTE)((Sensors.Accel_XYZ[0] & 0xff00) >> 8);
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ_Hex[1] = (BYTE)(Sensors.Accel_XYZ[0] & 0x00ff);
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ_Hex[2] = (BYTE)((Sensors.Accel_XYZ[1] & 0xff00) >> 8);
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ_Hex[3] = (BYTE)(Sensors.Accel_XYZ[1] & 0x00ff);
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ_Hex[4] = (BYTE)((Sensors.Accel_XYZ[2] & 0xff00) >> 8);
		Sensors.Accel_XYZ_Hex[5] = (BYTE)(Sensors.Accel_XYZ[2] & 0x00ff);
	// Now print the Magnetic data of HMC5843 on COM Port. This will send the pure HEX data
		for(i = 0; i < 6; i++){
			while(!(TX8_1_bReadTxStatus() & TX8_1_TX_BUFFER_EMPTY));
			TX8_1_SendData(Sensors.Magnetic_XYZ[i]);			// Send 6 bytes
		}
// Now print the Accelerometer data of MXR9500G/M on COM Port. This will send the pure HEX data
		for(i = 0; i < 6; i++){
			while(!(TX8_1_bReadTxStatus() & TX8_1_TX_BUFFER_EMPTY));






Table 13. C source code in 8-bit Cypress MCU PSoC1 CY8C29466.

myImageIndex = myImageDetection(psi * (180 / Math.PI) - myStartPositionXYZ[0], theta * (180 / Math.PI) - myStartPositionXYZ[1], phi * (180 / Math.PI) - myStartPositionXYZ[2]);
pictureBox1.Image = myImageFile[myImageIndex];

public Int32 myImageDetection(Double myAngleX, Double myAngleY, Double myAngleZ){
Int32 counter_image = 0;
	for (Int32 i = 0; i < Images_Positions; i += 2){
		++counter_image;
		if (i < 90)
		{





			if ((myAngleY >= myImagePosition[i]) && (myAngleY <= myImagePosition[i + 1]) && ((myAngleX > -20) && (myAngleX < 20)) && ((myAngleZ > 70) && (myAngleZ < 110)))
				return counter_image;
			else if ((-myAngleY >= myImagePosition[i]) && (-myAngleY <= myImagePosition[i + 1]) && ((myAngleX > -20) && (myAngleX < 20)) && ((myAngleZ > 70) && (myAngleZ < 110)))
				return counter_image;
			else if ((myAngleY >= myImagePosition[i]) && (myAngleY <= myImagePosition[i + 1]) && ((myAngleX > -20) && (myAngleX < 20)) && ((myAngleZ > -110) && (myAngleZ < -70)))
				return counter_image;






Table 14. C# source code snippet of the image detection algorithm.
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